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This descriptive case study was designed to 
investigate whether and to what extent both staff and 
students at Bilkent University School of English Language 
(BUSEL), Ankara, Turkey, have adopted independent 
learning as exemplified in the Independent Study 
Component{ISC)of the school syllabus.
One teacher administrator responsible for producing 
the assignments, one teacher adminstrator responsible for 
evaluating the assignments, one teacher, and 25 students 
of Intermediate class X participated in the study.
Open-ended interviews were held with all the 
participants. In addition, the class was observed with a 
special focus on two student peer groups and the students 
were asked to keep journals and turn them in to the 
researcher.
The present study considered four specific research 
questions. The first research question was to discover 
the goal of ISC. The results of the interviews with the 
teacher administrators suggested that there were two 
goals: 1. To develop academic skills in students
2. To prepare students for independent learning.
However, these goals did not appear to be shared by the' 
teacher and the students.
The second research question considered whether the 
ISC promoted independent learning. This question also 
had different responses depending upon which of the 
participants answered.
The third question was how the ISC was understood by 
staff, and students. The results proved that there was a 
confusion at BUSEL to what the term ISC represented.
The fourth research question was how useful and 
achievable the aims of ISC were. The results were again 
varied. The administrators believed that the aims were 
realistically achievable, whereas the teacher disagreed. 
The students agreed with the teacher.
According to the results of the data, the students 
and teachers lacked an understanding of independent 
learning. What the results suggest is that first, all 
involved parties must reach a consensus on the concept of 
independent learning and through these negotiations, the 
administrators, the faculty, and students will then be 
prepared to agree how to incorporate this concept into 
their lessons.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 1
Introduction '
If you give a man a fish, you feed him for a day, 
If you teach a man to fish, you feed him for a 
lifetime.
Confucius(551-479)
For many centuries, teachers in classes have been 
teaching their students in the traditional way. Teachers 
have been the experts, "the source of all wisdom, the 
fountainhead of all knowledge, the model" (Pirsig, 1974, 
cited in Stanchina). The students in these classes were 
to keep quiet, respect the teacher and learn as much as 
possible. In language classrooms the situation has been 
the same and teachers have been teaching languages using 
traditional methods.
However, many philosophers and practitioners in 
education have reacted to the concept of traditional 
teaching since the time of Socrates and have proposed 
alternative approaches, giving more importance to the 
learners in the process of learning. (Dewey, Knowles, 
Rogers, cited in Brandes & Ginnis, 1989) .
Since the beginning of the 1960s, various 
pedagogical approaches have been practiced in English as 
a Foreign Language (EFL), among which training the 
learner to learn is one (Holec, 1980). In this approach 
the usual traditional or didactic methods which are based 
on the idea that teaching results in learning are
questioned. The goal in this approach is an "autonomous" 
learner who can can carry out the various steps which 
make up the learning process. This is the basic 
principle in self-directed (autonomous) learning(SDL).
Although traditional methods have been questioned in 
EFL and self-direction has been introduced as an 
alternative, only after the writings of Knowles, did 
self-directed learning become the "distinctive paradigm 
of thought and action"(Wenden, 1987)in education and was 
also adopted by English as a Second Language (ESL) and 
(EFL)teachers.
However, it was not easy for teachers to accept this 
new role of being the facilitator and passing on the 
responsibility of learning to the students. Many 
teachers rejected the idea of autonomy, because they saw 
in it " a threat to their livelihood" (Stanchina, 1978) . 
Thus in many schools autonomous learning (SDL) was not 
adopted, and traditional education continued to be used.
Rogers said that the education system was failing to 
meet the needs of the society (1969). However, he went 
on to say, there were new developments, like 
opportunities for independent study being carried on by 
dedicated teachers.
Background of the Problem 
A radical change took place in the preparatory 
school of a university in Ankara, Turkey, and autonomous
learning(SDL), or independent learning was introduced in 
1992, which was expressed in the mission statement of the 
institution.
Bilkent University is an English-medium university 
and Bilkent University School of English(BUSEL) is the 
preparatory school of the university which prepares 
students for their study in their majors in their 
faculties by teaching these students intensive English.
In 1992, a large scale Student Needs Analysis (SNA) 
was carried out, because the professors in the faculties 
were dissatisfied with the education BUSEL was providing 
to students then. As a result of the SNA, it was 
discovered that students lacked the academic skills and 
they also were not ready to study independently as is 
required in the faculties.
In the light of the information obtained, there was 
a change of the curriculum, and in addition to teacher- 
controlled English lessons, the Independent study 
Component (ISC) was added to the syllabus. ISC includes 
weekly assignments (See Appendix A) on study skills like 
doing library research, note-taking, essay writing.
Each ISC assignment is given to the students on a 
Friday, and after students work on it for a duration of a 
week, they are collected by the class teacher and graded 
the next Friday. The ISC assignments are supposed to 
prepare students for their academic lives in their 
faculties by equipping the learners with the necessary
academic skills that they will need, also to prepare 
learners to study independently.
Purpose of the Study
The new curriculum and the ISC assignments at BUSEL 
began to be implemented in 1993. The whole institution 
had to change its way of thinking with the introduction 
of the ISC, since autonomous learning demanded different 
teacher roles and student roles. As a result of this 
radical change, reactions to the ISC assignments were 
observed.
These reactions were expressed by the teachers in 
the weekly teacher meetings, and the Curriculum Advisors 
who were present in these meetings, took notes and passed 
on this information to the Curriculum Unit and to the 
producer of the ISC assignments. In the light of the 
feedback, necessary changes were made.
In the 1993-94 academic year, there were large scale 
discussions taking place in the teacher meetings. As 
changes to the ISC assignments have been made, this 
current academic year, 1994-95, there seems to be fewer 
large scale discussions in the meetings.
However, anecdotal evidence suggests that there are 
still some reactions among teachers and students against 
the ISC assignments. The purpose of this study is to 
investigate whether and to what extent the staff and 
students have adopted the aim of independent learning
after two years of its implementation, how they perceive 
it in terms of usefulness, and realistically achievable' 
goals and the background to these perceptions.
Research Questions
1. What is the goal of the Independent Study 
Component(ISC), a weekly assignment given to EFL students 
for class and individual work, at BUSEL?
2. How is the ISC understood by staff, and students?
3. Does the ISC promote self-directed(autonomous) or 
independent learning?
4. How useful and realistically achievable are the aims 
of the ISC?
Definition of terms
Some of the terms that will be used in this thesis 
and need to be defined are: self-directed learning, 
autonomous learning and independent learning. (See 
chapter 2 for longer definitions.)
Self-directed Learning
Definitions of self-directed learning in the 
literature are frequently confusing, overlapping in some 
respects and differing subtly in others (Oddi, 1987).
Many terms have been used for the concept of self- 
directed learning among which independent learning and 
autonomous learning are two which are the focus of this 
thesis.
Knowles, who caused self-direction to be a new 
paradigm, defines self-direction as: " the process 
wherein learners assume primary responsibility for 
planning, conducting and evaluating their own learning" 
(cited in Oddi, 1987). The definition that will be used 
in this thesis is the one of Knowles; learners taking 
responsibility of their own learning.
Autonomous Learning
This is a term which has the same meaning as self- 
directed learning. Holec(cited in Altman, 1980) uses 
these two terms interchangeably. In this thesis too, 
both terms will be used for the same concept.
Independent Tiearning
This is a term used (Moore,1973) again to mean 
giving responsibility to the learners for their own 
learning. However, here, the distance between the 
learners and the teachers is emphasised and it is 
believed that this distance increases the responsibility 
of the learners, thus leading to creating autonomous 
learners.
Thus, as can be seen, all three terms have one point 
common to all, and that is the learners taking 
responsibility of their own learning. In this thesis, 
the researcher is going to use all three terms to mean 
the same concept.
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction
In Chapter 1, the paradigm shift in education, from 
traditional learning to self-directed learning was 
briefly mentioned. Also brief definitions of several 
terms, like self-directed learning, autonomous learning 
and independent learning were given.
In this chapter, first, traditional teaching will be 
described in detail, touching upon the teacher and 
student roles. Secondly, reactions against traditional 
education will be illustrated; thirdly, alternative 
approaches to traditional education will be shown; 
fourthly, the new paradigm, self-directed learning and 
what it entails will be explained; fifthly the two 
dimensions of SDL, namely the technological dimension and 
the psychological dimension will be considered; sixthly 
the different terms used in the literature related to 
self-direction will be given; and finally the research 
caried out on this field will be explained.
Traditional Education
" Education has been thought of as preparation: as 
acquiring certain things because they will later be 
useful" (Ratner, 1939). In this sense, it is believed 
that we are born ignorant, unskilled, immature and as a 
result in a state of social dependence. The main aim of 
education is "to grow into the independence of adulthood
by means of the guidance of those who have already
tattained it" (Ratner, p. 628). So, the process of 
education terminates when the young people have gained 
their social independence and are equipped for life.
T.eachers ’_and students' Roles
In traditional education, the teachers are the 
"knowers" and possess the knowledge and they take an 
active role whereas the students have a passive role and 
are dependent on the teachers. Since this is the case, 
the teachers are more powerful and are in a superior 
status. On the other hand, the students are in an 
inferior status.
What is expected from the students in traditional 
education is to learn what is given to them. Learning 
means acquiring what is in the books, and it is taught as 
a "finished product" with no attention given to how the 
information was built up or to changes that might occur 
in the future (Ratner, 1939).
Reactions Against the Traditional_Education
The first educational philosopher to criticise the 
traditional education was Lindeman (cited in Brookfield, 
1984). In his book. The Meaning of Adult Education 
(1926), Lindeman views adult education to be a lifelong 
activity, which concerns itself with situations, not 
subjects in teaching, and he emphasises the learner's 
experience.
Dewey (cited in Archambault, 1964), reacted to the 
traditional education as well and explained his own 
educational theory. According to Dewey, the student or 
learner has the central role. "He is the purpose for 
which the educational enterprise exists. Since democracy 
receives its impetus from creative individuals, the 
contribution of education to the society consists in the 
development of free, imaginative and creative 
individuals" (cited in Archambault, p. 26). Dewey sees 
democracy and education to be in a continuous relation 
and gives importance to reflective thinking, stating that 
it should be an educational aim. He says the school 
should provide an environment for the student to think 
reflectively and to grow in a healthy atmosphere. The 
teacher is not an authority who pours knowledge to 
students' heads, but is a "guide, a catalyst" in helping 
the child form his own ideas.
Rogers, is yet another educationalist who is against 
the traditional education. In fact, Rogers himself is 
the person who coined the term "student-centered 
learning" (cited in Brandes & Ginnis, 1986). He said, 
the teacher centered, i.e. is the traditional, method did 
not really work because it killed the feeling of 
curiosity that naturally existed in all human beings.
What was necessary was to light up that fire in the 
learners and to teach them how to learn, thus giving them 
the responsibility of their own learning (Rogers, 1983).
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The teacher would only be a facilitator who would provide 
the necessary environment in which learning could take 
place. "I know I cannot teach anybody anything. I can 
only provide an environment in which he can learn." 
(Rogers, cited in Brandes & Ginnis, 1986)
Freire (cited in Brookfield, 1986) and Neil (cited 
in Brookfield, 1986) are other educationalists who were 
against traditional education. They both proposed giving 
power to learners.
Alternative approaches to traditional_education
Brandes and Ginnis say that many phrases have been 
used for the alternative approaches to traditional 
education. As mentioned above, Rogers' approach was 
called "Student-centered". The others Brandes & Ginnis 
mention are: "Enquiry" (Socrates), "Experiential"
(Dewey), "Humanistic" (Weinstein), "Confluent" (Brown), 
"Andragogy"(Knowles), "Progressive" (Bennett), "Active 
Tutorial Work", and "Participatory Learning". (Brandes & 
Ginnis, 1989) Although these descriptions are not 
completely synonymous, Brandes & Ginnis say, there are 
certain common themes connecting all these ideas.
Brandes & Ginnis quote Dewey(1938, p. 223) comparing the 
traditional education with what he called "progressive" 
education.
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Dewey states six points:
* imposition from above is opposed to expression and 
cultivation of individuality,
* external discipline is opposed to free activity,
* learning from texts is opposed to learning through 
experience,
* acquisition of isolated skills and techniques by 
drill is opposed to acquisition of them as a means 
of attaining ends which make direct vital appeal,
* preparation for a more or less remote future is 
opposed to making the most of all opportunities of 
present life,
* static aims and materials is opposed to 
acquaintance with a changing world.
A new paradigm in EFL: Self-directed learning
Knowles (cited in Wenden, 1987) was the practitioner 
who made self-directed learning(SDL) "the distinctive 
paradigm of the seventies." According to Knowles, 
because of the complexity and rapidity of change in our 
highly technological societies, " one mission of the 
adult educator ... can be stated positively as helping 
individuals to develop the attitude that learning is a 
lifelong process, and to acquire the skills of self- 
directed learning." (cited in Wenden,1987)
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In such a society, the traditional purpose of 
education, which was the transmission of knowledge is no 
longer adequate according to Knowles, because knowledge 
acquired at ah earlier stage in life can become 
obsolescent and new knowledge can bring about changes 
that will affect adults in both their personal and 
professional lives. So Knowles says, it is obligatory 
that adults be equipped with the skills necessary to 
continue learning on their own when they leave a formal 
educational experience so that they may be able to adapt 
and respond to these changes.(cited in Wenden,1987)
It is believed by Knowles that there is a capability 
and a desire for autonomy at the heart of " all adult 
striving" and this should be nurtured and developed. In 
this way, language learners, themselves, may use the 
experience they bring to their language learning in a 
better way. (Wenden, 1987)
Two Dimensions of Sel f-di rected Tiearning 
There have been two main approaches to provide 
adults with the educational experiences that nurture and 
develop their capacity and need for autonomy. The first 
one is concerned with the technological or methodological 
facts.
Technological_dimension
As explained in Knowles' definition of self- 
direction :
In its broadest meaning, self-directed learning 
describes a process in which individuals take the
13
initiative, with or without the help of others, of 
diagnosing their needs, formulating their goals, 
identifying human and material resources for ^
learning, choosing and implementing appropriate 
learning strategies, and evaluating learning 
outcomes.(p. 18, cited in Wenden)
Brookfield (1986) talked about two forms of self- 
direction too. The first one he mentions is the 
techniques of self-directed learning like: specifying 
goals,identifying resources, implementing strategies, and 
evaluating progress.
Psycho]ogi ca]_dimension
The second dimension of self-directed learning 
stresses that it is necessary not only to possess the 
skills to carry on learning, but also the learner must be 
prepared psychologically for this kind of learning.
There is a " need for a reflective approach, for an 
internal change in consciousness together with technical 
expertise in the use of instructional techniques." 
(Brookfield,1986)
Holec (1980, in Altman) talks about the importance
of combining both methodological training in learners as
well as psychological training to create " autonomous,
self-directed' learners. He states:
The training which learners should receive should 
prepare them to direct the course of their own 
learning, that is, it should take them from their 
varying degrees of dependence to the state of the 
greatest degree of independence or autonomy, which 
is possible in a given set of circumstances. If 
this is to occur, ... there has to be...a change of 
psychological attitude towards what learning is, as 
well as the acquisition of a number of relevant 
techniques, (p. 41)
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Holec says, this psychological training can be caried 
out by having conversations with the "helper" or with 
self-directed learners of longer standing. Thus, the 
learner," deconditions" himself/herself by personally 
observing and thinking about his/her own learning.
T^rmc! iisftd in thp> 1 i tp^ratiirt:^
Oddi (1987) states that definitions of self-directed 
learning in the literature is frequently confusing, 
overlapping in some respects and differing subtly in 
others. The conceptual ambiguity surrounding SDL is 
illustrated by the plethora of terms used in reference to 
the concept: self-education (Dickinson & Clark, 1975, 
Smith 1976, Snedden, 1930) Independent study or 
independent learning (Jourard, 1967, Moore 1972) self- 
teaching (Tough, 1966), self-instruction (Johnstone& 
Rivera 1965) individual learning (Smith 1976) independent 
self-education (Johnston & Rivera, 1965) autonomous 
learning (Houle, 1962, Miller, 1964, Moore 1976, Smith 
1976) self-directed inquiry (Long & Ashford 1976), self- 
initiated learning (Penland, 1979) and andragogical 
learning (Knowles, 1975).Long and Ashford (1976) further, 
imply that self-directed learning and self-actualisation 
are synonymous terms.
Research on Self-directed Learning
Methodological trends in second language teaching 
and learning in the seventies have highlighted the 
central role of the learner and have stressed the
15
development of the autonomous learner (Wenden, 1987). 
Many of these experiments took place in Europe. For 
example, CRAPEL in France, The Cambridge system, the 
British Council, and Moray House, in England, The Circle 
Model, The Flower Model in Sweden and Denmark.(
Dickinson, 1987).
However, an " explicit commitment to autonomous or 
self-directed learning" is new to the field of second 
language teaching and learning in America(Wenden, 1987).
Research on self-directed learning in adult 
education began with Houle's (1961,cited in Wenden) 
exploratory study on the self-educating person, and a 
survey of adult participation in educational activities 
by Johnstone and Rivera(1965,cited in Wenden). These 
first studies showed the reality that adult learners do 
start and organize their own learning.
It was not until the early seventies with the study 
of Tough(1971, cited in Wenden) that systematic 
investigation of the efforts of self-directed adult 
learners began. He demonstrated that efforts of self- 
directed learners are organized around a " learning 
project" and documented learners' planning tasks, 
motivation and the content of their learning projects.
Since the mid 1960's there have been over fifty 
follow-up studies to Tough's initial survey of the self 
teaching projects of forty graduates of the University of 
Toronto(Brookfield,1986). These studies have been
16
criticised because in all the studies the subjects were " 
advantaged, white, middle-class Americans." Studies 
should be carried with subjects of a different group 
according to Brookfield.
The methods used in these studies have also been 
criticised. Structured interview schedules, 
questionnaires, prompt sheets, and measurement scales, 
all devised by Tough have been used in these studies and 
they were mostly quantitative in nature. According to 
Brookfield, using such quantitative measures are not a 
reliable way to mesure self-direction, because the 
subjects may " concentrate on recalling learning projects 
that appear to meet the interviewer's expectations" as 
reflected in the methods.
Recently, a new wave of dissertations has been 
completed using the Self Directed Learning Readiness 
Scale(SDLRS) developed by Guglielmino in 1977. However, 
SDLRS has also been criticised, as it is said to only 
suit to measure the readiness for self-directed learning 
among adults who have an average or above-average of 
formal education. With adults of low formal attainment, 
the SDLRS, Brookfield says , is a questionable measure. 
Therefore, Brookfield suggests it is important that 
researchers pay more attention to the quality of self- 
directed learning and they free themselves of the 
fixation with estimating its quantity.
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An open-ended, conversational style of interviewing 
has been used by Brookfield, because he believed other 
instruments would hardly foster the atmosphere of trust 
and reciprocity necessary to an authentic research 
encounter in which the subjects stste as truthfully and 
accurately as possible the details concerning the 
planning and execution of a learning project.
Recently Fingeret(1983) has used participant 
observation and unstructured, open-ended interviews with 
her study of 43 illeterate adults in New York 
State.(cited in Brookfield, 1984)
One more instrument that is being tried recently is 
the Staged Self-Directed Learning model(SSDL) devised by 
Grow. (Grow, 1991)
18
CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
As explained in Chapter 1, students and teachers at 
Bilkent University School of English Language (BUSEL) are 
expected to support the drive towards developing self- 
directed (autonomous), independent learners. This aspect 
is exemplified in the syllabus as part of their language 
learning classes. This study investigated the extent to 
which both staff and students have adopted this aim, how 
they perceive it in terms of usefulness and being 
realistically achievable and the background to these 
perceptions.
This is an in-depth case study of one Intermediate 
class at BUSEL. The researcher directly observed the 
class while the students were in the process of carrying 
out an ISC project and sometimes took part in some 
discussions and activities in the class interacting with 
the students as a participant observer (Cuba & Lincoln, 
p.l02) . This study took a naturalistic inquiry approach, 
in that the researcher did not implement any 
intervention-treatment, nor did she exercise any control 
over the participants. The methods used in this study 
were all qualitative.
The methodology is discussed in detail in this 
chapter. First, information about the setting is given 
in detail. Goals of BUSEL, student progression, the 
Independent Study Component(ISC), its rationale and how
19
it aims to develop learner independence is explained, 
also the ISC assignments, how they should be carried out, 
outside class, and during the independent study hour(ISH) 
is explained. Then the assessment of the ISC assignments 
are discussed. Finally the two linked ISC assignments 
during research study is described.
Second, the participants in this study are 
introduced. The ISC producer, the ISC evaluator, the 
class teacher, the class of Intermediate X, then the two 
peer groups chosen for the study are described.
Third, procedure of data collection is stated. 
Piloting, and the process of data collection is given.
Finally how the data has been analyzed is explained.
Setting
In this thesis the researcher's focus is on the 
Independent Study assignments only, but she also took 
into consideration the natural setting of BUSEL, because 
"...phenomena of study take their meanings as much from 
the contexts as they do from themselves." (Cuba, & 
Lincoln, 1985, p. 189)
This study was conducted at Bilkent University 
School of English Language (BUSEL). Bilkent University 
is the first private, English medium university in 
Turkey. Students take an English proficiency examination 
before they start their academic studies in their
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faculties. If they are fully prepared as shown on this
exam, they attend the first-year (freshman) courses. 
However, if they are not prepared adequately in English, 
they study English for one year or more at BUSEL, which 
is the preparatory school that prepares students to reach 
the level of English required to be able to further their 
studies in English in their faculties.
The students who are not prepared adequately in 
English
regarding the results of the English proficiency exam, 
take a placement test. According to the scores they 
receive on the placement test, their levels at BUSEL are 
determined as foundation, intermediate, upper- 
intermediate, or prefaculty. Only students at pre­
faculty who have successfully completed their course 
requirements and passed the pre-faculty end-of-course 
exam are eligible to take the proficiency test at the end 
of the year, the passing of which enables them to enter 
their faculty at Bilkent.
The school serves over 3000 Turkish students and 
employs more than 200 full time teachers, British and 
Turkish.
/
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Goals of BUSEL
The aims of BUSEL, in addition to English language" 
teaching are to develop students' study skills and 
independent learning capabilities. The institution views 
language as a "tool to achieve academic goals"(Gurr,
1994) and combines teacher-directed language teaching 
with a component in the syllabus called Independent Study 
(ISC). This is expressed in the BUSEL Mission Statement 
as follows:
Our role is to provide students with a learning 
environment which will enable them to make the 
successful transition from life at home/school to 
life at University; to ensure that they attain a
level of proficiency in English to enter their schools 
or Faculty; to develop their potential as independent 
autonomous learners..
Student Progrpsaion
At the end of each eight-week term, students at all 
levels must receive adequate scores from continuous 
assessment and an achievement test in order to proceed 
into the next level. The continuous assessment consists 
of classroom assessment (a total of five tests on 
reading, listening, writing, integrated skills, and 
speaking), an independent study component ( a total of 6 
assignments, 5 of which is obligatory to hand in), and 
teacher assessment (students' class participation and 
attitude towards learning). (for more detail on the ISC 
assignments, see next part)
The weight of the continuous assessment is 60%, and 
the weight of the achievement test is 40%. Students must
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receive a minimum of 60% of the combined scores received 
from the achievement test and continuous assessment in 
order to be considered adequately successful. Students 
who fail do not repeat the level; they are allowed to 
move up into the next level, but they have to take an 
intensive course. For example, if a student fails at the 
intermediate level, the student moves up to upper- 
intermediate intensive (not upper-intermediate), where 
the student receives extra hours of class to catch up 
with the upper-intermediate level.
Thp Independent Study Component(TSC^
Rationale
The BUSEL Syllabus states that, at university, the 
students are exposed to an unfamiliar learning situation 
which often demands that students work independently 
outside the classroom. In this sense, the Independent 
Study Component has been designed by BUSEL to equip 
students with the study skills needed in such an academic 
environment.
Developing Tiearner Independence
Since students are largely unfamiliar with this type 
of study at the beginning of the course, as stated in the 
BUSEL syllabus, it is necessary for them to receive 
appropriate guidance throughout the course in order to 
develop learner independence. This guidance given by the 
ISC assignments are said to be more prescriptive and 
controlled in the beginning and less prescriptive and
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freer as the student acquires the skills necessary to
learn independently.
ISC assignments
Each course students must complete a prescribed 
number of assignments which focus on appropriate syllabus 
objectives. The assignments are supposed to be staged as 
explained by the school syllabus, so as to help students 
acquire the skills needed for academic study. For 
example, an assignment may focus on defining a topic, 
library research, note-taking, planning, drafting and 
draft correction in the production of an essay.
These assignments are worked on both outside of the 
classroom (for a recommended number of hours according to 
level) and inside the classroom(during the Independent 
Study Hour).
outside tha classroom·
It is recommended by the BUSEL syllabus that 
students devote 5 hours per week at Foundation level and 
10 hours per week at other levels to their assignments 
outside of the classroom. Students should spend one or 
two hours each day to focus on each stage of the 
assignment.
/
the independent study hour(ish).
The ISH covers one teaching block per day at all 
levels. A variety of activities are allowed by the
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administration to take place during this time with the
aim of helping students to develop their study skills. 
This may mean specific input and guidance on particular 
assignments or■take the form of other independent study. 
Class activities on note-taking skills, peer evaluation 
of written work, group discussions on aspects or 
individual worksheets are examples of activities that can 
take place during the ISH.
Assessment of the ISC
As explained under 'Student Progression' above, the 
students at each level have to hand in five ISC 
assignments out of six that are given to them and have to 
get a passing grade out of these in order to get a 
passing grade out of their continuous assessment. The 
ISC assignments are collected every Friday and graded by 
the class teacher and handed back to the students the 
next Monday.
TSC Assignment During Research Study 
During the time the data was collected from 
Intermediate class X, the students were working on two 
linked ISC assignments: ISC five in one week, and ISC six 
in the other week. The assignments are explained below.
/
TSC Five
This ISC and the next demanded that students work in 
groups of 4 to 5. It was about collecting and
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interpreting information. In ISC five, students working
in their groups had to design a questionnaire, and later 
use this questionnaire to conduct a class survey.
First, students had to decide who they were going to 
work with, secondly, they had to choose a topic for their 
questionnaire. Thirdly, every person in the group had to 
write four questions for the questionnaire, fourthly the 
students had to check whether their questions were good 
or bad, and they had to correct their grammar and 
spelling mistakes by showing them to the other members in 
the group.
Fifthly, when the students were happy with their 
questions, they had to organize them in a logical order, 
number the questions and write out their questionnaire. 
Finally, the students had to fill out the questionnaires 
of other groups, using the ISC hour(ISH) and return them 
to the groups who wrote them. As soon as students got 
all their questionnaires back, they could start work on 
bringing the findings together.
At the end of this assignment, the students as a 
group had to hand in the original copy of their group's 
questionnaire to their teacher to get a grade. If a 
group did not hand in their questionnaire, they would get 
"a zero" as was stated in the ISC booklet.
TSC Six
ISC six was linked to the previous one, as mentioned 
before. In this assignment, students had to continue
I
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working in groups. First they would finish collecting 
together the information from the questionnaires, then 
they would have a group discussion about the findings and 
what to do with them. Each discussion would take five 
minutes.
To prepare for the group discussion based on the 
data obtained from their questionnaires, the students as 
a group, first had to finish collecting together all of 
the information from their questionnaires, secondly, they 
had to think of the language they were going to need to 
use in their discussion, and make a list of the 
expressions they may need. Finally, as a group, the 
students had to make notes about what they had learnt out 
of the information they had collected and what they would 
do with the information. After the students had been
prepared in this way, they would have their group 
discussion.
While having their discussion, the students had to 
first start the discussion, next they had to discuss what 
they had learnt, and what they were going to do with this 
information, finally they had to end the discussion.
At the end of this assignment, the students did not 
need to hand in anything, as expressed in the ISC 
booklet, only the students' speaking would be assessed.
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Participants
The participants for this study were: the teacher 
administrator responsible for producing the ISC 
assignments (producer), the teacher administrator 
responsible for evaluating the ISC assignments,
(evaluator), the class teacher of Intermediate X, the 
twenty-five students of Intermediate X, with a special 
focus on two groups chosen for the study.
In this study "purposive sampling" (Cuba & Lincoln, 
1985, p. 201) was used to include as much information as 
possible about the ISC assignments from different 
participants.
ISC Producer
The teacher administrator responsible for producing 
the ISC assignments is British and she started to work in 
BUSEL in 1993-94 academic year. She first worked as a 
teacher at BUSEL, but at the same time prepared materials 
for Intensive classes. At that time, she was not 
responsible for producing the ISC assignments. The next 
academic year, in 1994-95, she took over the job of 
producing ISC assignments from another colleague and has 
been responsible for the production of ISC assignments 
for one year.
ISC Evaluator
The teacher administrator responsible for evaluating 
the ISC assignments is British as well and has been 
working at BUSEL since 1991-92 academic year. The
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evaluator first worked at BUSEL as a teacher for one 
year, then started to work in the Curriculum Department. 
He is the participant who knows most about the history of 
the ISC assignments. The evaluator knows how there was 
the need for a change of curriculum at BUSEL in 1991, how 
the Student Needs Analysis(SNA) was carried out in 1992, 
how as a result of the findings of the SNA, a new 
curriculum was devised and how the ISC assignments were 
integrated into the new syllabus. The evaluator has been 
evaluating the ISC assignments since its implementation 
in 1993-94 academic year.
The Clasp; Teacher
The class teacher of Intermediate X is British as 
well and has been teaching at BUSEL for two years. She 
has taught at several levels. Before working at BUSEL, 
she worked at several adult education centers in Ankara, 
and has experience of teaching Turkish students.
The Students of Intermediate X
The reason why Intermediate X was chosen was because 
the students in this class had already finished 12 ISC 
assignments in the two eight weeks of the foundation 
classes that they had previously passed and thus were 
familiar with the concept of independent study. Another 
reason for choosing this particular class was that the 
class teacher had agreed to cooperate with the 
researcher.
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First the whole class participated in the study.
The ages of the students in this class ranged from 18 to 
24 with one exception. All of the students in this class 
came from upper middle class families. There was only 
one boy who was. a scholarship student. All of the 
students except one had finished State High Schools at 
the entrance to BUSEL and had very little English then, 
and as a result they had all started from Foundation 
level in BUSEL.
Peer Groups
As explained above, ISC five required students to 
work in groups. The class teacher told the students to 
get into groups of two to five. The students decided who 
they were going to work with. Usually this was done 
according to how close students sat. Then upon the 
researcher's request, the teacher recommended two groups 
who would cooperate with the researcher.
Group A had three members; Sibel, Sevgi and Ulku. 
These students were sitting side by side and decided to 
work in a group when the teacher asked them to get into 
groups.
Group B consisted of only two members; Arzu and 
Deniz.
They were sitting next to each other too and immediately 
after the teacher told them to form groups, they did, 
without hesitation.
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Group A
(All names have been changed for this study and 
pseudonyms have been used.)
1. Sibel: She is 24 years old. She had finished a 
State School in Turkey and had gone to Germany where she 
studied Economics in University. Then because of family 
reasons she came back to Turkey and entered Bilkent 
University. She can speak German.
2. Sevgi: She is 35 years old and is the oldest member 
of the class. She is married, with 3 year old twins.
She had finished a State School in Istanbul, then got 
married, had children, and then started Bilkent 
University. Her husband lives in Bodrum and she travels 
to Bodrum frequently. She lives in Ankara with her twins 
and a maid who looks after the kids. She does not speak 
any foreign languages other than English.
3. Ulku: She is 18 years old and has finished a State 
School and has entered Bilkent University. She lives in 
Ankara with her family. The only foreign language she 
knows is English.
Group B
1. Deniz: She is 19 years old. She has finished a State 
School and has entered Bilkent University. She lives 
with her family in Ankara. She only speaks English as a 
foreign language.
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2. Arzu: She is 18 years old and has finished a State 
School. She lives with her family in Ankara. The only" 
foreign language she speaks is English.
Procedure of Data Collection 
Piloting
One week before data collection started , the 
researcher introduced herself, and explained the purpose 
of her study to the teacher and students in Intermediate 
X. Later she carried on some interviews related to the 
study she was going to conduct, and also observed the 
class. The researcher also asked the students in the 
class to keep journals, writing how they carried out an 
ISC project, the steps they took, as well as their 
feelings they experienced while doing an ISC project. For 
this purpose, the researcher distributed notebooks to all 
the students in the class. The researcher also assured 
the students and the teacher that their names would be 
kept confidential and they could withdraw from the study 
if they wished. The researcher also asked them to sign 
consent forms which she would bring the following week.
Tho Process of Data Col lection 
First, the teacher of Intermediate X, the teacher 
administrator responsible for creating the ISC 
assignments (ISC producer), the teacher administrator 
responsible for evaluating the ISC assignments (ISC 
evaluator) were given consent forms which they
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signed.(See Appendix B) After that, these participants, 
each were interviewed once.(See appendices C,D,E.) The' 
ISC evaluator was interviewed on the sixth of April, the 
class teacher was interviewed on the 13th of April and 
the ISC producer was interviewed on the 14th of April. 
The questions that were asked were open-ended, and the 
style was conversational.(Brookfield, 1986) These 
interviews were audio taped.
Each interview took about an hour, so that the 
participants could talk freely about the ISC, trying to 
illuminate the concerns of teachers and students and 
clarifying certain terms.
Secondly, the entire class of Intermediate X was 
given consent forms as previously agreed and they signed 
(See Appendix B) Then the students in the whole class 
were observed for a period of two weeks during their 
Independent Study Hours(ISH) which added up to 10 hours 
altogether, while they worked on their two assigned ISC 
projects. These observations were video taped and 
audiotaped.
Data collection started on April, the 7th, on a 
Friday and continued on Monday. On Monday, April the 
10th, the teacher was absent, so the researcher spent 
that hour on a class discussion (interview) related to 
the ISC assignments students were doing. (See Appendix F) 
On Tuesday there was no lesson, so the researcher did not 
observe the students. On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
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of that week, until April 14th, students were observed. 
On the 13th of April,
a student, Arzu, who was in Group B volunteered to speak 
about the ISC assignments and was interviewed by the 
researcher.
The following week, observation of the students of 
Intermediate X started on Monday and continued each day 
until Friday 21st of April.
For a period of two weeks, the students in the 
entire class were also asked to keep journals. These 
journals had previously been distributed to the students 
by the researcher. The students were asked to write 
freely about their experiences and feelings related to 
the ISC assignment they were dealing with. The 
researcher collected these journals several times during 
the data collection period and after having read and 
taken notes for herself, handed them back to the 
students. However, at the end of the data collection 
period, the researcher ended with only five journals out 
of the class of 25 students.
After the groups had been formed and students had 
decided who they were going to work with, the class 
teacher recommended two groups to the researcher saying 
that they were cooperative students. The researcher 
started to observe these two groups starting from April 
the 12th, Wednesday and she continued her observations 
until April 21st, Friday. Observations of the two groups
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took 8 hours altogether and were videotaped and audio 
taped. Also the researcher visited one group, Group A,' 
in the home of a group member, while they were preparing 
the questions related to their questionnaire, and spent 
two extra hours. During this time the researcher took 
notes.
The reason for using a number of data collection 
techniques was primarily for triangulation purposes.
Data analysis
First the audio tapes were listened to, and were 
transcribed by the researcher and later verified by the 
participants who read them and agreed that they were 
correct. In the case of differences of opinion, the 
researcher and the interviewee negotiated the meaning. 
The interviews with the students were held in Turkish to 
enable them to express their ideas and feelings freely. 
Later the researcher back translated these into English. 
These were then back translated into Turkish by a 
colleague.
Secondly, the video tapes were watched and 
transcribed by the researcher. ( See Appendix G) An 
independent analyst, who was also a colleague then 
watched these tapes and agreed to the researcher's 
transcription. In case of differences, the researcher 
and the independent analyst discussed the differences 
until they agreed.
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Thirdly, the student journals (See appendix H) were
/carefully read by the researcher. These journals were 
written in Turkish and they were translated in English by 
the researcher and then back translated by an independent 
reader.
Since all the data obtained was qualitative, all had 
to be read and studied carefully many times by the 
researcher to find themes. The themes emerged from the 
data and were not previously decided upon categories. 
"Inductive data analysis" (Guba & Lincoln, 1985, p. 203) 
was used for this study, in that raw units of information 
have been subsumed into categories of information. For 
example, when the transcripts of the students' journals 
were studied, the researcher found anxiety and fear to be 
a theme. The researcher put it down as a tentative theme 
and using color pencils, went on to other forms of 
students' data, like interviews, observations and colored 
all themes on anxiety and fear. The researcher found 
that this theme was supported in different forms of data, 
so she maintained it. Sometimes a theme which the 
researcher thought as important, was not supported in 
other forms of the data, so it was dropped. Analysis was 
carried out in this way by looking at individual types of 
data, comparing and triangulating themes across data to 
verify major themes.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introduction
This chapter aims at answering these research 
questions: What is the goal of the Independent Study
Component (ISC), a weekly assignment given to English as 
a Foreign Language (EFL) students for class and 
individual work, at Bilkent University School of English 
(BUSEL)? How is the ISC understood by staff, and 
students? Does the ISC promote self-directed 
(autonomous) or independent learning? How useful and 
realistically achievable are the aims of the ISC? In 
order to answer these questions data was collected in the 
following way:
1. Open-ended, conversational style interviews were 
carried out with the teacher administrator responsible 
for creating the ISC assignments (ISC producer), with the 
teacher administrator responsible for evaluating the ISC 
assignments (ISC evaluator), with the class teacher of 
Intermediate X, with the students in that class, and one 
individual student who volunteered to speak about her 
experiences with the ISC;
2. Intermediate class X was observed and the whole class 
was audio and video taped as they worked on their 
assigned ISC and two specific peer groups of students
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from Intermediate class X, chosen for the study, were
/observed.
3. Five students' written journals which they kept as 
they worked on their two week ISC assignment were 
collected.
The data that came from the above three sources were 
analyzed. This chapter presents the process of data 
collection, and the method of analysis of the data.
The Process of Data Collection 
All the participants were first asked to sign 
consent forms (See Appendix B) and the researcher 
promised anonymity. After that, data collection started.
First the ISC producer, ISC evaluator and the class 
teacher were interviewed once, using open-ended, 
conversational style questions. These interviews took 
about an hour each and were audio taped.
Next, the students of Intermediate X were observed 
for a period of two weeks, during their Independent Study 
Hour(ISH); for a total of 10 hours and were videotaped 
and audiotaped. During this time, the researcher carried 
out one class discussion on the views of the students 
regarding the ISC in general, when the class teacher was 
absent. Also one student volunteered to speak about the 
ISC assignments and was interviewed. During the two 
weeks the students were observed, two peer groups were
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paid special attention. The researcher attended a 
meeting of one of these groups outside the classroom.
All the students in the class were also asked to 
keep journals, describing their feelings and thoughts 
about the ISC projects. (See Appendix H) However, only 
five journals were returned to the researcher at the end 
of the data collection period.
The Process of Data Analysis
The researcher started data analysis by transcribing 
the audio tapes of all the interviews, and the class 
discussion. Later, these were checked by the 
participants who certified that they were correct. If a 
difference occurred, the interviewee and the researcher 
negotiated the meaning. Because the class discussion 
with the students, and the interview with one member in 
the class, Arzu, were held in Turkish, these were 
translated into English, and then back translated into 
Turkish by a colleague of the researcher.
After that, the researcher watched and transcribed 
the videotapes. Later, a colleague of the researcher 
watched the tapes and checked the researcher's 
transcripts. If a difference of opinion occurred, the 
researcher and her colleague discussed it and reached a 
consensus.
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Five students' journals which were written in 
Turkish were read by the researcher and were translated. 
Later these were back translated by a colleague.
All the data collected was read several times and 
studied with care to find themes. Themes were not 
previously decided but emerged from the data. The themes 
thus emerged were checked in all forms of data by 
triangulation, and after they were decided to be major 
ones were accepted.
Data Analysis
At the end of the data collection, the researcher 
ended with a large amount of data. After transcribing 
the tapes, and reading the journals of the students, and 
after searching for categories, the researcher summarized 
these themes.
First, the interviews with the producer of the ISC 
assignments and the evaluator were summarized. A 
colleague read the summaries and agreed that they 
contained the main points in the interview transcripts.
Then, I put these summaries together so that I could 
compare and contrast the producer's and the evaluator's 
statements more easily.
Next, the class teacher's views were summarized and 
a colleague checked this summary against the transcript. 
The summary was compared with the views of the producer 
and the evaluator for triangulation purposes.
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After that, an interview held with the class(class
discussion) and the themes emerged were summarized; also/
an interview with one particular student was given and 
her views were summarized. Then the themes that emerged 
out of reading the students' journals were summarized.
The activities in Intermediate class X, while they 
were carrying on a two week linked ISC assignment was 
described chronologically with special attention being 
paid to two chosen peer groups. (See Appendix I)
Finally, each ISC session was analyzed starting from 
April the 7th, until April the 21st in the chronological 
order. First the whole class was analyzed, then the 
analysis of Group A and Group B was given. At the very 
end, a large scale analysis was presented.
SiiTTimaries of Interviews with the Teacher 
Administrators who Produce and Evaluate the ISC
Assignments
When the ISC producer and the ISC evaluator were 
interviewed, they answered the research questions. Below 
is a summary of the main points they mentioned.
First, the ISC evaluator gave the history of the ISC 
assignments.
History of the ISC assignments
The teacher administrator responsible for evaluating 
the ISC, explained how the ISC was initiated. He said 
that in 1992, there was a large scale Students Needs
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Analysis (SNA) carried out in all parts of the Bilkent
/Universxty. The reason for this was because the 
professors in various faculties believed that there was a 
problem with the students finishing BUSEL and entering 
their faculties.and they wanted the problem to be 
identified and a solution to be found. According to the 
results of the SNA, BUSEL students were discovered to not 
possess any academic skills for them to be able to 
further their studies in their faculties. Since these 
skills, such as doing research, could be taught, but 
could not be carried out in classrooms,(because the 
resources could be reached only outside of class), there 
was the need for a radical change. As a result, in 
addition to classroom-based teaching, the Independent 
Study Component (ISC) was introduced in BUSEL. It was 
assumed that by doing the ISC, the students in BUSEL 
would develop certain academic skills, like doing 
research, note-taking, research paper writing that they 
would need to do in their faculties. The ISC would also 
[help] develop the students as [independent] learners in 
general, according to the evaluator.
Answers to the Research Questions 
What is the aim of ISC?
Developing academic study skills
Both the producer (P) and the evaluator (E) of the 
ISC assignments said that the main aim of the ISC was to
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prepare students in BUSEL for their future academic life 
in their faculties by equipping them with the necessary" 
study skills.
P: ISC actually represents a very tightly controlled
task, a task where the teacher is central to the 
success in terms of presenting it and giving support 
to the students as they work through it. What the 
ISC does is to build up the study skills and the 
approaches, for example how to tackle a large task 
and to break it down into manageable chunks.
E: It is [ISC] a way of developing certain skills that
they will need in their faculties. ... it ties with 
their development of their study skills really.
Preparing learners for independence 
The producer of ISC and, the evaluator of ISC, both 
explained that although the name of this component is 
Independent Study Component, the aim was not to give 
students total independence, nor make them autonomous 
learners, but rather to prepare them for independence, 
and this would be accomplished by their competence in 
using the academic study skills which they would need in 
their faculties. The ISC assignments would prepare them 
for their future academic life.
The producer said:
In the short-term ISC has very little to do with 
independent learning. I think that is the long-term 
aim... In the long-term the students will have 
autonomy, the autonomy to decide whether that 
approach worked for them or whether they want to do 
a task differently. But this will happen when they 
are in their faculties, when they are asked to do 
some other task. But when they [students in BUSEL] 
are doing the ISC, the students have very little 
freedom.
The evaluator said:
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We do not claim to really create fully independent 
learners, rather, prepare them for independence.
The evaluator added:
We are not talking about autonomy at all, we are not 
talking about learner totally deciding everything. 
They [learners] are going to have a much more guided 
approach and any independence will only come in,
[due to] the fact that they are going off and 
learning on their own. The teacher will not be with 
them all the time.
Both the producer and the evaluator of the ISC
assignments said that preparing the students for being
independent would be accomplished by equipping the
students in BUSEL with the necessary academic study
skills that they would later require in their faculties.
Does the TSC promote i nH^pendent learning:!
The producer and the evaluator both said that the
ISC promoted independent learning, yet this independence
was quite controlled by the tasks given.
I do not think it is any body's aim that the students 
in BUSEL, at whatever level should work completely 
independently. ...I would dispute the fact that they 
are being asked to be independent in that way, go and 
fly, without any support. The students have got a 
task, and the task itself provides some support.
The producer added:
What the ISC does is to build up the study skills 
and the approaches, for example how to tackle a 
large task and break it down into manageable chunks.
I think it gives the students those skills which 
ultimately will help the students to become 
independent learners. Whilst they are in BUSEL, 
they are still learning and they are trying to build 
up those skills that are necessary for independence.
The producer also mentioned cultural differences:
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... maybe total independence would be an unrealistic 
aim considering the cultural background or the 
expectations of the students.
The evaluator agreed:
...We can not expect them to be fully autonomous 
learners in the time available, independence is 
really an ambitious target to achieve. They come 
here, for the most part, typically as quite 
dependent learners.
How is the ISC understood by staff and students?
By the staff
It was explained above how the producer and the 
evaluator of the ISC assignments regarded ISC. They said 
the ISC had mainly two aims: developing the academic 
study skills of the students and by learning to use these 
skills, to prepare students for their lives at their 
faculties where they would be expected to work 
independently.
By the teachers
Both the producer and the evaluator accepted that 
some confusion existed among BUSEL teachers as to what 
the term independent learning was and what the ISC 
represented.
P: It seems a bit unfortunate that we have called this
[ISC] the Independent Study Component because 
teachers have their own view of independence. Some 
people feel that independent learning is learning 
on your own without any help.
The producer continued:
...because some teachers feel that Independent 
Learning is, students learning on their own, they
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have a very test-driven attitude towards the ISC. 
They feel they cannot help the students because it 
would not be independent or because like in a test, 
it would be cheating.
I feel that the perception of what the ISC is all 
about has still even have to, after two years [of 
its implementation] really to be clarified within 
the institution.
How usefu]_and achievable are the aims of ISC?
Originality of the tasks
Both the producer and the evaluator agreed that the 
ISC assignments had been tailored for the needs of the 
students at BUSEL and were original. They also explained 
that there were not any models that they had followed.
P: When I took over, there was no guiding principle
in writing for ISC design and there was no 
standardized understanding of what independence 
was. It was most of the time trial and error 
and building an understanding over time that 
I've been doing the job.
E: Back in 1992, in Curriculum section we all 
worked in different areas for the new 
Curriculum and I was not actually involved in 
the original group of the ISC, but we did talk 
a lot in a general forum about these issues. 
They[the Curriculum members] found a fair 
amount of materials on project work, but beyond 
that, there was not a lot in the literature, 
so, we really to a large extent developed our 
own approach to independent learning in this 
approach.
The evaluator added:
The assignments came about by looking at the 
objectives that they [Curriculum members] had 
identified through the Student Needs Analysis(SNA), 
looking at which of these objectives were best 
suited for independent tasks outside classroom and 
then turning those into activities and into tasks.
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The evaluator also said:
The ISC assignments have not been piloted, it was 
just implemented as it was, then through formative 
evaluation, improving it as we went along. It was 
simply a matter of coming up with activities and 
then with time, refining them.
Problems and changes in the ISC 
Both the producer and the evaluator said that there 
have been changes in the ISC assignments since they have 
been implemented at BUSEL, and they are still in the 
process of change.
P: The ISC has been under evaluation, so I have not
made major changes to the ISC. ..
The producer talked about the minor changes that
have taken place in the 1994-95 academic year.
P: The instructions are different because they are
written by a different person, [than last year]
I have tried to provide guidance both for teachers 
and for students.
E: Since its implementation, [of ISC] there has been a
strong demand for change. That is what you would 
expect, from a radical innovation like this.
...Since the year is divided into four eight week 
blocks, any feedback we get from the teachers during 
the current eight week block will bring about 
changes, and improvements in the following eight week 
blocks.
The evaluator explained how the evaluation of the 
ISC assignments have been taking place and how changes
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are made according to the feedback obtained from the
/teachers.
E: I should describe something about evaluation, and
how it has been carried out... It is [ISC] in
the second year now. Most of it has been formative 
evaluation, sort of fine-tuning it as we go along, 
responding quickly to feedback and building that 
into as quickly as possible. ... Because of 
logistics all the assignments for one course have to 
be ready at the beginning [of the course] and there 
are only minor adjustments that can be made during 
it. [the course]So there is always like a two month 
delay before feedback changes the next batch of 
assignments. We get feedback largely from Teaching 
Unit meetings, because there is a Curriculum Advisor 
in every meeting.
Then he talked about the changes that took place in 
the ISC assignments in the 1993-94 academic year.
E: Last year, we were getting a lot of feedback on the
ISC. ...There was a lot of discussion, so what 
happened was the Curriculum Advisor in every unit 
[Teaching Unit] would make notes of any comments 
that came up in a meeting. These notes were then 
passed on to me as the evaluator and also to the 
people, or last year the person, who was writing 
the ISC and between us, by sharing the information 
in this way, we were able to make changes.
The evaluator said that in the 1994-95 academic 
year, there were fewer problems and minor changes were 
taking place as mentioned above by the producer.
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Last year, we were getting a lot of feedback on the 
ISC. ...There was a lot of discussion, so what 
happened was the Curriculum Advisor in every uniÇ: 
[Teaching Unit] would make notes of any comments 
that came up in a meeting. These notes were then 
passed on to me as the evaluator and also to the 
people, or last year the person, who was writing 
the ISC and between us, by sharing the information 
in this way, we were able to make changes.
This year, it [ISC] is going more smoothly, there 
are fewer large scale discussions in meetings, it 
is much more dealing with little problems.
What changes were made since 1993-94 
Time
The evaluator explained why and how the changes 
related to time were made.
E: The types of changes that were made were, a lot of
them had to do with time. Initially it has always 
been planned that the ISC should take up about ten 
hours of a student’s time outside class, five hours at 
Foundation, but ten hours at Intermediate, Upper 
Intermediate, Prefaculty. In a typical assignment, 
five hours in [class] five hours out[of class]. We had 
underestimated how long it was going to take the 
students.[ to finish one ISC assignment].
What was done to solve time problem 
The evaluator said that the ISC assignments, in the 
light of feedback obtained, were changed in the following 
ways:
1. Reduction of the size of the ISC
E: So we really had to scale down the size of them [ISC
assignments]. So whereas, at the beginning of last 
year, when we were asking students to say, identify 
eight sources... now we have cut it down to four or 
five.
2. Tasks broken up
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E: The tasks themselves have been broken up. Whereas
before we may have had one task done in a week.
Now to provide more time and more chance of 
feedback, we have split it up over two weeks.·
Problem of marking
The evaluator said the problem related to marking 
the ISC assignments was also solved by reducing the size 
of the ISC and by breaking the tasks up.
E: When you have the whole thing [ISC assignment] the
criteria becomes very complicated. If you split 
it up, so you have the preparation [for the ISC] 
in one week, and production the next week, it 
makes marking a bit easier.
The evaluator finally said that the ISC assignments
had a more ambitious target when they were first
implemented, but now they were more realistic.
E: If you see the history of the ISC and how changes
have developed to assignments in the light of 
feedback, the targets that they are trying to 
achieve have become less ambitious, more realistic, 
doable, but the aim is still to develop independent 
learners.
Analys-is of the Tntervi pws with the ISC Producer and the
ISC Evalnator
Out of the data that was obtained it was seen that 
perception of the concept of ISC had been a controversial 
issue in the 1993-94 academic year, and it continued to 
so this year, 1994-95 academic year, as the evaluator had 
explained. But the changes implemented, in accordance 
with the data obtained from the feedback at the end of 
1994-95 academic year, a larger scale evaluation would be
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carried out. For the time being, several changes have 
taken place as the producer mentions.
Summary of the interview with the class teacher 
The class teacher(T) expressed what she regarded as 
independent learning:
T: I think what independent learning means to me
is that they[students] do some work without the 
teacher looking over their shoulder constantly and 
they do some work for an extended period of time 
where there is not a teacher in front of the 
classroom controlling the lesson.
When asked the question of what she regarded as an
independent learner the teacher answered:
T: For example, a student will write a question or 
will want to write a question for his 
questionnaire and he will call me over and say, 
even in Turkish, say, "Is this a good question?
Can I ask this?" That is a very dependent attitude. 
Here , for example, we have a girl, Arzu. She has 
tested her questions out in the classroom and 
modified one or two questions on the basis of the 
answers the students are giving her. She realizes 
that they do not understand what she wants. Then 
she comes to me and says: I have changed it like 
this, is that O.K.? Now that is more independent. 
She is just checking with me. She does not need me 
at all actually.
Does the TSC promote independent learning 
The teacher thought it did not.
T: I do not think in some ways the ISC assignments
promote independence.
T: ... what I do not like is that I have to expect 
exactly the same kind of thing from everyone in 
the class. The students are at different levels 
of independence.
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Then the teacher complained about the way the ISC , 
booklet had to be followed.
T: But I come into class with a book which is like a 
Bible and everybody goes through the book, what 
are we going to do, what is step five, and I do 
not understand step three. Surely it should only 
be a guideline for the teacher.
Then the teacher expressed her desire to be more 
independent in the class.
T: If I myself do not think it logical to write a
plan , why can I not offer it as a choice? A 
student writes an essay, which is well-organized 
and she did it without writing a plan. Good for 
her!. Student wrote a badly organized essay and 
did not write a plan. O.K. That is a student I 
can talk to. But what happens is all the 
students write their plans after they have 
written their essay. So I do not know who has a 
problem planning their essay. I would like more 
independence in administering things.
The teacher said she was the person who faced the 
students everyday and knew their different learning 
styles. She wished to tailor the ISC assignments to 
fit her students.
T: Why can I not tailor the ISC assignments to fit my 
students? This develops autonomy. It {ISC] has 
just been dumped on me by somebody in an office 
who is not in my classroom, who does not see my 
students.
Later the teacher stressed that this system 
[ISC] did not develop autonomy.
T: Autonomous learners, what about autonomous
teachers? This is not an autonomous system, it is 
not something that develops autonomy.
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How is the TSC understood ?
The teacher saw the ISC assignments as tests. ^
T: We are not training the students, we are testing
them.
How useful_and achievable are the aims of ISC?
The teacher thought the ISC assignments were not
useful.
T: A lot of this Independent Study stuff is not
useful, because many students do it Thursday 
night.
According to the teacher there are many problems in
implementing the ISC. These are listed below.
Students do not understand independent learning
T: They [students] do not understand the concept
doing something on their own in a classroom. Their 
idea of what studying is, is very limited. It 
means I am sitting here with my note-book in front 
of me, I am studying.
Students do not understand skills work
T: We are talking about skills work, these are
things students do not understand.
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The teacher said she taught students much more basic
/skills than what is expected of them by doing the ISC 
assignments.
T: What I am trying to do in my classroom is much 
more basic , than the writers of the ISC can 
understand. I am trying to teach them some basic 
skills about working in a group and being 
responsible. I have made a note in my register 
of which students did not come. I will take them 
out of the class and speak to them. Now this was 
not maybe envisaged by the ISC writer, but it is 
a classroom management thing that I have to deal 
with.
So my students maybe will learn something about 
working together in groups, they might not learn 
any English from this ISC.
Students are only interested in the product 
The teacher said;
They are only interested in the end results, the 
students. They are not interested in how they 
will get there or what they are going to learn as 
they move along there. The idea of learning as a 
process is not of a concept with them.
The teacher said their definition of learning was 
very limited.
T: For the students, learning is information, and
you get a new piece of information, and you put 
it with the other information in the right bit of 
your brain. The broader definition of learning 
is what they are lacking. ... the whole idea is 
foreign.
Students have a lack of planning
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T: ... So, they[the students] are not really thinking 
why they are doing an ISC assignment,] and what 
they are going to get out of it and they cannot 
see a step or the steps ahead. So they go off 
down one road without really thinking about the 
cause and effect of what they are actually doing.
A lack of planning. They do not have the capacity 
to plan and that makes independent study a problem 
because I have to plan for them. They do not know 
how to do this.
ISC assignments focus the students on the product
T: Last week, while I was explaining the ISC to
them, how we would go through the week, putting 
up a weekly program, they were just not listening 
to me, they were saying: Teacher, what are we
going to give you on Friday? And I thought, I 
sort of saw some warning bells, and lights and 
things and I said: Well, look guys. Forget 
Friday, I am not interested in Friday, you are 
meant just to learn something from this. Let us 
discuss Friday afterwards. But no hocam, we might 
get a zero.
The teacher said that because the ISC assignments 
have focused the students on the product, it was very 
difficult to focus them on the process.
T: The students are so terrified of not giving 
something they have to give that they do not 
really think about what they are learning from it 
Because we have focused them on the product. And 
when I try to focus them on the process of the 
event, that is very difficult. We are giving 
them[the students] cross messages, very difficult,
The class teacher suggested having a different 
marking system.
Students regard ISC as a test and are afraid of failing 
The teacher as expressed above said the students 
regarded the ISC as a test and were very afraid of 
getting bad marks and failing.
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T: They are only interested in getting a 5.
There is too much variety in the ISC 
The teacher said :
One of the problems with the ISC is, every week it 
is completely different, and the students never get 
used to it, because we constantly change it. We are 
continuously bombarding the students with variety.
Students cheat
The teacher said there were incidents of cheating in 
her class.
T: I had a long chat with one group the other day, 
because there was a problem. I think they were 
copying their ISC and I had to deal with that.
Students are afraid of the ISC
The teacher thought the students were afraid of the ISC.
T: They are terrified half the time of what is going
on.
The teacher also said the students were afraid of 
going to the library.
T: Why should my Foundation course students in week 
six, first course go to a library and find three 
sources? They are terrified of the library.
Students are not used to thinking about using language 
in context
T: The ISC goes contrary to all their knowledge about 
how languages are taught...
The Turkish educational system follows different cultural 
patterns
The teacher thought students were not used to
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thinking about using language in a context for a purpose, 
because they were not taught like that in their 
schools.
T: In England, I know students nowadays, they write 
advertising campaigns in a classroom. It looks 
like the ISC. If you look at English school 
books, they look like ISC topics. Culture is 
different.
The producer of ISC lacks understanding of how Turkish 
students work in a classroom
The teacher said if Turkish students are given a new
activity , first they cannot do it, but as they get used
to it they perform better.
Students think learning grammar is important
T: Students think that grammar is the most important
thing as opposed to content.
Analysis of the Interviews with the ISC Producer,_ISC
evaluator and the class teacher 
Both the producer and the evaluator agreed that the 
aims of the ISC were: firstly to develop students' 
academic skills, and secondly to prepare learners for 
independence which they would need in their faculties.
So they believed ISC promoted independence, yet they said 
that this independence was very much controlled by the 
tasks. They also stressed that the aim of ISC was not to 
create fully independent, autonomous learners, since it 
would be an unrealistic aim, because the students in 
BUSEL came from a dependent home and family background.
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However, the teacher did not agree with the producer 
and the evaluator. She said that skills work was a concept 
totally new to the students and they did not understand it, 
and were facing difficulties in doing the ISC assignments. 
What the students gave importance was grammar, because this 
was the most important issue in their previous schools.
The teacher also said ISC did not promote 
independent learning. She said the ISC booklet was like a 
Bible and it had to be followed step by step. The teacher 
added that the students were at different levels of 
independence in her class, but she had to expect the same 
kind of work from everyone in the class. At this point she 
suggested more independence being given to teachers to be 
able to make her students more independent.
Both the producer and the evaluator said that 
some confusion existed among BUSEL teachers on the term, 
"independent learning" and what the ISC represented. They 
said some teachers felt that independent learning was 
students learning on their own, so they were not helping 
the students at all, and treated the ISC assignments as 
tests. They both thought this was wrong, because the 
process of learning was important.
The teacher said the ISC assignments were tests.
She said: " We are not training students, we are testing
them." She did not think any learning was taking place 
because the students were so worried about the end result, 
the product and especially the grade they were going to
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get. She said the students were very afraid of failing, 
and she spent half of her time comforting the students.
As a result of this fear, sometimes the students were 
cheating and the teacher had to deal with that. These 
points were never touched upon by neither the producer or 
the evaluator. The teacher said she had to remind the 
students why it was so important to be honest and she 
stressed to the students that for her the important thing 
was that students produce their own materials.
Both the producer and the evaluator said that the 
ISC assignments were constantly being evaluated and 
improved in response to feedback from the teachers. For 
example, the evaluator said that after the evaluation 
carried out in 1993-94, when it was understood that 
students had problems related to time, the size of the ISC 
assignments was reduced, and instead of asking students to 
find eight sources, now they were asking them to find four. 
The evaluator also said that because of marking problems, 
the ISC assignments were split into two weeks. In that 
case, marking the ISC was easier. The evaluator said the 
ISC assignments were more ambitious at the beginning of 
their implementation; however, now they were more doable 
and more realistic.
At these points too, the teacher did not agree. She 
said she was not happy with the marking system still, and 
she said she would prefer to mark the process, not the 
finished product. Also as expressed earlier, the teacher
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thought the tasks were still difficult for students to
/manage, as they were not used to doing skills work. The 
teacher said she taught students much more basic skills 
like working in a, group, and being responsible. She 
implied the ISC assignments were very sophisticated.
The teacher also said that most of the ISC was not useful 
because students did it on a Thursday night.
Summary of Interviews with Students 
The students of Intermediate X discussed some of 
their problems related to the ISC assignments. These are 
summarized below by their main issues.
Getting low marks because of not following the 
instructions in the ISC booklet
Sevgi: I got a four in the ISC because I did not follow the
instructions in the ISC booklet. I did my assignment 
using keywords as we had been taught at Foundation. 
Although we were taught this and although I used 
this system I got this four. Lately our class 
teacher told us that, not following all the steps in 
the booklet but the final product was important. I 
think this is correct.
Getting bad marks in the ISC
Sibel: A student at Foundation level had prepared a very good 
assignment, but got a zero because she had forgotten 
to give her plan.
Demet: We can learn to make a plan before writing an essay 
but we do not want to get bad marks in the meantime.
Sevgi: The marks that we get in the ISC decide whether we 
will be successful or not and whether we will pass.
Not thinking that writing a plan is necessary
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Ozgur: We cheat the teachers when we give them a plan. We
first write up our essays and later write the plan 
just because it is wanted from us. Because there is 
no such thing in the Turkish education system.
Aysen: You think about how you are going to write anyway,
before you actually sit down and write an essay.
Levent 
Deniz:
We give plans to the teachers just to please them.
A plan is obligatory in the ISC assignments. That is . 
plan prepared including keywords. But this plan I 
think is unnecessary. I first write my essay( 
Although teachers would hate me for doing that) and 
afterwards I prepare my introduction. I think this 
is ridiculous. Because I make mistakes when I try 
to write the introduction first. I cannot do it well.
Gul: The teacher wants us to prepare the keywords first 
before writing the essay. I have difficulty in even 
making correct sentences, so naturally I cannot write 
the keywords. I write the essay write away, first in 
note form. I prepare it as I am used to doing, not in 
the way the teacher wants from us. I write it as a 
draft and then I write a clean copy. Finally I write 
the keywords which I think is only a waste of my time 
and completely unnecessary.
Spending too much time for the ISC assignments
Sevgi: We spent so much time for the ISC assignments at the 
Foundation level, but we learnt so little. There was 
not a direct correlation between how much time we 
spent and how much we learnt.
Sevgi: In the ISC we were asked to find three different
sources. I had to go to three different places to 
find those sources. Is this not a waste of my time?
Having difficulty to find sources, and doing research
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Sevgi: What is asked from us is so illogical. We have to 
research a man's life and we have to find three 
sources. One should be from an encyclopedia, one, from 
a book, and the other from a magazine. We are dead by 
the time we have found them all. You spend days for 
this research.
Paying money to get the ISC assignments done
Sibel: Many students that I know pay money to get their ISC 
assignments done.
Demet: We not only lose time trying to do the ISC, but also 
lose money.
Teachers assessing students wrongly
Sevgi: I think teachers assessment of the ISC assignments is
sometimes wrong. Because many students borrow 
successful ISC assignments from their friends at Upper 
levels and get top marks, that is five. I sometimes 
got a three or a four at Foundation just because I 
myself did it.
Showing reaction against being assessed as a group
Sevgi: This is ridiculous. Maybe other members in the
group are hard-working, but I am not. Why do we all 
have to get the same mark?
Sibel: At Foundation we had done group work as well, but we 
had been assessed individually.
Demet: Also there is the problem of responsibility. Maybe I 
am a responsible person, but the others in the group 
are not. Perhaps, just because I am in the same group 
I will get a low mark because of them. I think group 
work is fun, but when it comes to getting grades, 
everybody should be graded separately.
Not knowing the system of learning independently
Sevgi: We must be told what independent learning is. I
studied for two months on my own. I got a dictionary 
and tried to memorize new vocabulary. I did not know 
how to study.
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Expressing the desire to have the self-access center be 
open over the weekend
Sibel: If the self-access centers were open over the
weekend we could study there.
Sevgi: I can not go and study at the self-access center
after five hours of lessons, or I cannot come and 
study before a five hour lesson.
Summary of Interview with Arzu 
One of the students in Group B, Arzu volunteered to 
talk about the ISC assignments. Her major issues about 
the ISC assignments are given below with her actual words 
following.
She makes an effort to do better ISC Assignments
Arzu: These ISC assignments are like homework. All the
students regard it as a boring, unnecessary thing.
But we have to do these sooner or later. At least to 
be able to pass. So the students themselves should 
make an effort to make these more interesting. For 
example, last course we were supposed to do an ISC 
using Simple Past Tense. We were supposed to tell 
an anecdote that we had experienced. I used to enjoy 
making cakes when I was younger. I wanted to make 
cakes when my mother had visitors. In that ISC,
I said that the cake I had made then was not very 
good, but everybody had eaten it and complimented me 
on it, and later I had become an expert on making 
cakes. At the end of my ISC I gave a piece of cake 
to all my friends in the class. In my presentation I 
am sure there were grammar mistakes, but the idea was 
to do the best I could. Maybe if I had not made it 
look good I would have got a four, but I got a five 
because the teacher saw that I had made an effort to 
do it the best way possible. I think we should not 
make such a fuss about the ISC. We have got to give 
five assignments. Let us make the best of these 
homework.
She listens to the teacher carefully
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Arzu: I always listen to the teacher very carefully. When I
go home, I remember everything the teacher has 
said. She wanted this from us, I was going to giye 
her that. I think the first rule if we want to be 
successful is to listen to the teacher very carefully. 
When you listen to the teacher you understand what she 
expects from you as a student. If you do not listen to 
the teacher you loose track with what is happening in 
the lessons.
She enj oys homework
Arzu: I like homework. I never think homework is difficult.
I enjoy going to the library and making research . I 
am this kind of a person. If we please we may not do 
one ISC and we can give five assignments to the 
teacher. But why should I do that? One more ISC will 
take four or five hours of my time at most. So why 
should I not do it?
She enjoys reading
Arzu: The other day I tried to read a magazine. It was
much too difficult for me to understand. But I 
looked at the beginning of the article,
[introduction], I looked at a few keywords in it and I 
tried to understand what it was about. That is made 
prediction on it.
She plans her work
Arzu: ...For example, the teacher distributes a worksheet
for writing. When I write my plan, I decide on what I
am going to write in my essay. So when I think it
over like this, when I have to do writing it is very 
easy for me to put everything into certain categories. 
I just say to myself that I would say this in
paragraph two, or that in paragraph three, and the 
rest I will easily finish.
She is not afraid to take risks
Arzu: When we are doing writing, we can say, after, then to
combine sentences. The other day, the teacher
distributed us a paper , and there was a new 
conjunction; in the meantime. Now I have started to 
use it in my essays.
She enjoys going to the library and learning new things
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Arzu: ISC assignments are usually based on research. So
we have to go to the library to find sources. We 
learn how to use the computer in the library to 
search our sources, we also learn how to find books, 
magazines by asking the staff there, we learn' to find 
our way around. I know a lot of students who have 
never stepped inside the library. I first went to 
the library when I was in Foundation three. I had not 
even touched a computer before that time. But now,
I can find whatever I want on the computer. When I 
go to the library now, I feel confident. The 
libraries are so good. You can find everything you 
want there, books, magazines, newspapers everything. 
I think it is perfect. Now I understand I am 
studying in a good university. I think we have to 
make good use of the facilities in this school.
Summary of Students' Journals 
There were several major themes that emerged from 
reading the students' journals. These are listed below. 
Showing feelings of fear.— anxi ety,_stress.
Arzu:
Ulku:
Arzu 
Dindar:
Here is another ISC race. Every week it is a 
marathon of a mixture of excitement and fear.
It is difficult to prepare the questions related to 
this week's ISC. I may think the questions are good 
but Christina may not agree with me.
Another stressful week is over. 
Exper-j encing penic on getting b^d marks
Nilgun: I finished my ISC. But not to get a bad mark,
checked it with a friend who is in her faculty.
Arzu 
Dindar: Next week I will definitely get a bad grade in the ISC 
because I am very bad in speaking, and the ISC 
involves speaking.
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Not being used to group work
Ulku: On Wednesday, I felt very disappointed by the
behaviors of my group friends. We are 3 people as a 
group. Sevgi has prepared 5 questions, that's no 
problem, but Sibel hasn't, because she is very ill.
So I prepared questions for her as well. Later I 
learnt that the questions I prepared were not 
relevant! Wonderful! All the questions I prepared 
were in vain.
Ulku: (a bit later in her journal) Today's ISC was the most
difficult one I have done in my whole life. I think 
of not doing the next ISC. Group work is very 
difficult.
Arzu 
Dindar:
Arzu 
Onal:
Arzu 
Onal:
In this group work people put the responsibility on 
other's shoulders. I think this questionnaire 
preparation should have been done individually.
I never do anything until the last minute. I think I 
am being a bit laid back this time because this will 
depend on cooperation.
Yes, this ISC was going to be group work and the 
groups were going to be graded, thus it would not be 
graded individually. It is unfair.
Not using self-eccess centers
Arzu I do not and cannot go to the self-access or other
Dindar: laboratories after class, because I feel very tired
and I want some rest. I am also usually hungry. I 
think the hours these centers are open is not very 
convenient. I wish they were open on Saturdays and 
Sundays or until 12 on weekdays.
However the same person after hearing that a friend 
of hers had studied for her FIAT exam in the Computer 
Assisted Language Learning Laboratory (CALL) and had been 
very successful, went there. Later in her journal she 
mentioned that she had gone to CALL a week later and spent 
about two hours. She thought it was fun and a very
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beneficial experience.. She had solved many problems 
there.
Not doing the TSC assignments over the weekend
Ulku: I did not do anything related to the ISC over the
weekend. I never do anything on ISC assignments on 
the weekend anyway.
Arzu: At the weekend I simply did nothing related to the
ISC.
Not iinc^ erstandi ng the instructions related to TSC 
assi gnments
Arzu I could not understand what was expected from us in
Dindar: this ISC. I mean how shall we be graded? Because we
are a group. Maybe I do not understand the
instructions well, because at Foundation, we always 
spoke in Turkish in class.
Ulku: Because this ISC was not very difficult, I could make
sense out of what the teacher said. But I could 
understand only thirty percent of what she said. I 
understood it from the way she acted, from some 
familiar words that she used. I also read the booklet 
and asked my friends about this ISC to be on the safe 
side.
Having poor study srateaies
The students often thought in Turkish first, and 
wrote in Turkish. Then they translated this back to 
English which certainly is a very tiring and wrong 
strategy.
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Ulku: On Tuesday we decided what we are going to write the
questionnaire on watching television . I started 
to think of questions in Turkish. O.K. I found nine 
questions. Now I have to do the most difficult thing. 
I have to translate these into English. God, how 
difficult this is. Anyway, I think I managed it.
We finished the last step of the ISC by translating 
it into English. Everybody in the group did their 
translation themselves, then we checked it altogether, 
and later showed it to the teacher.
Arzu Yesterday, I sat down and tried to prepare some
Onal: questions related to the ISC. Today I will translate
them all to English.
Having low self-esteem
Nilgun:
Arzu 
Dindar:
I leave everything to the last minute. I think I am 
lazy.
This term I work less than the previous term, ISC 
assignments take less of my time. I think I have 
got used to being lazy, and I am still continuing my 
vacation.
A n a l y s i s  of Student Interviews and Student Journals:
As a result of the analysis of students' interviews 
and journals, it can be said that students show symptoms 
of not being adapted to the requirements of the ISC.
They reflect their previous educational background and 
react to the skills they are asked to learn. It is also 
obvious that they do not understand the rationale behind 
the ISC and they are very much confused.
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When the students were interviewed Sevgi expressed 
her desire to be told what independent learning was, and 
she said she had spent a long time on her own, looking 
through a dictionary trying to learn new words. She added 
that she did not know how to study. In fact, from the 
data that has been obtained, it can easily be said that 
Sevgi is not the only student in the class who does not 
know how to study. Many other students expressed that 
they first wrote their questions in Turkish and then 
translated them into English.
Since in their high schools the students had never 
done research, they said they had difficulty in finding 
sources, and they also complained about the ISC 
assignments taking a lot of their time.
Another point the students complained about was the 
necessity of writing a plan first while doing the ISC 
assignments. This was also a new concept to them and they 
reacted to it.
They also said teachers sometimes assessed the 
students in an unfair way, for example although a student 
gave a good essay, she was given a zero just because she 
had not given a plan.
Students were also not used to group work and they 
reacted to it, and especially they wished to be assessed 
individually.
One other problem students expressed was related to 
the instructions in the ISC booklet, or how their teacher
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explained them. They said it was difficult for them to 
understand what they were supposed to do.
The data also showed that contrary to what the 
producer and evaluator of ISC think, these students 
regarded ISC as tests and reacted very strongly against 
that. They said they got bad marks in their ISC 
assignments because they did not understand the 
instructions well.
The students expressed their anxiety, stress, and 
fear, because they were afraid of getting bad marks and 
failing. As a result of these negative feelings it was 
inferred by the researcher that most of the students had 
low self-esteem.
Analysis showed that students wished to go and work 
in the self-access centers, but they found the center's 
hours inappropriate.
One other point obtained from the data was that 
students never did any work related to their ISC over the 
weekend.
However, not all students expressed negative points 
about the ISC. For example, Arzu Onal expressed that she 
was glad that she could do the ISC on her own and 
expressed that she was not afraid of doing that anymore. 
She touched a very important point. She said she thought 
the purpose of homework was to learn by doing and this was 
what the ISC given in the way her teacher did was 
achieving.
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Also Arzu, in her interview, expressed that she 
enjoyed going to the library and doing research, enjoyed' 
reading and learning new things, she planned her work. 
Also it could be understood she was not afraid of being 
different than her friends and could take risks. She had 
many of the qualities that an autonomous learner should 
possess. (Moore, 1973) So it can be said that although 
many of the students showed signs of dependency, not all 
of them were at the same level, and people like both Arzus 
showed signs of independence.
Analysis of the Classroom Qb.servations
The students of Intermediate X started ISC number 
five on April the 7th. For a week, until the 14th of 
April they worked on that and the following week the 
students did the linked ISC assignment(Number Six) from 
the 14th of April until the 21st of April. (See Appendix 
I for the ISC booklet or see Chapter 3 for a brief 
description of the two ISC assignments.)
For each day, the researcher observed the class. 
These descriptions are in Appendix I. The analysis of 
each of the 10 days of observations are presented below. 
April 7th,_Friday
Analysis of the class
It was a Friday and students looked tired. Most 
students were not fully concentrated on the ISC. Some 
chatted, talked and laughed while the teacher was giving 
the instructions. They showed lack of motivation and
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boredom. It was obvious that not many students
/understood the instructions of this ISC although the 
teacher worked hard to try to explain what was expected 
from them.
In fact, the researcher thinks the teacher 
worked too hard. She also spent too much time on the 
sample questionnaire. The researcher got the impression 
that the teacher felt more responsible than the students 
on doing this ISC. That may be the reason why she tried 
to simplify the task by giving them this sample 
questionnaire and spending about a quarter of an hour on 
it.
Also the researcher thinks that maybe it would be a 
better idea to concentrate only on ISC five in that 
lesson. The students seemed to be confused of what they 
were going to do and maybe thought this was a very 
difficult task.
A final point that the researcher noticed was, at 
the beginning of the lesson, when the teacher was telling 
the students that this was going to be a group work and 
they would be assessed as a group, she told them if they 
worked well they would all get a five, if they did not 
perform well as a group they would all get a zero. This 
quite probably had a very bad effect on the students and 
frightened them.
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Apri]_LDth,_Monday
Teacher sick. The researcher held a class discussion 
on the ISC and got students' views. Description of the 
interviews(discuassion) have been discussed earlier.
Apri]_11th,_Tuesday
No lesson.
Apri]_12th, Wednesday
Analysis of the whole class 
The class in general did not look very 
motivated to do the task, but they looked as if they were 
going to do the ISC because they had to.
Analysis of Group A
What the researcher observed in this group was 
first, lack of understanding of the requirements of the 
task. They apparently had not understood clearly what 
they were supposed to be doing. One of the reasons for 
this might be because the instructions had been given on 
a Friday and five days had passed since then and the 
group members had forgotten what they were asked to do.
Or maybe even on Friday, they had not understood the 
instructions the teacher had given them.
Another point the researcher noticed was the 
group members did nothing until the teacher came near 
them. This maybe due to their previous educational 
background, where they were so dependent on the teacher 
and waited for the teacher to spoon-fed them. They waited 
for the teacher to come and force them to learn. They
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themselves did not contribute to the lesson. So the 
theme here was dependency on the teacher.
Third point the researcher observed was their lack 
of purpose in doing the task, and their lack of 
motivation. They chose a topic, watching television, but 
they did that just because the teacher asked them to do 
so, or the ISC demanded that they do it. But they were 
not interested in doing this, they clearly did not enjoy 
doing this activity, as they had not understood the 
purpose of doing it. They had not thought of the 
intended audience, why they were going to collect this 
information, and what they were going to do with this 
information. As their teacher had expressed they could 
not see the global picture, it was only a part of the 
picture that they could see. As a result they lacked 
motivation.
Fourth point that attracted the researcher's 
attention is that although Sevgi seemed to understand 
what the teacher said when she came near them, as soon as 
the teacher left, she confessed to me that she had not 
understood what they were supposed to be doing. Why had 
she not asked the teacher that she had not understood, 
and wanted clarification? She definitely was afraid to 
look like a fool in the teacher's eyes, and she preferred 
to remain silent. She did not have any idea of the new 
role of the facilitator in this context, and could not 
make good use of her as a human resource. The same points
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applied to the rest of the members in the group. They
/too, although they had not understood the purpose of the 
activity preferred to remain silent, and preferred not to 
ask the teacher.
Linked to this lack of purpose, lack of motivation 
and preference to staying silent are feelings of 
frustration, anxiety, feelings of not being able to cope 
with the task. The exhibited behaviors related to these 
feelings were, Sibel saying she left the group, escaping 
from the experience that causes her frustration, Sevgi, 
opening a notebook full of new vocabulary and trying to 
memorize them. This was the way Sevgi had got used to 
study, she believed this was the correct method and she 
switched on to this to make herself more comfortable. But 
at the same time she knew that she was not doing the task 
that she was supposed to be doing and most probably she 
experienced a feeling of guilt. Ulku, the third member 
in the group was completely lost and did not know how to 
handle the situation. She felt isolated and could not 
carry on with the task because, first she herself had not 
understood what she was supposed to do, next the group 
members had all switched off and were doing things 
unrelated to the ISC.
Finally, what the researcher observed in this group 
was lack of harmony, not knowing what group work 
involves, and taking responsibility for it, together with
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many negative feelings like anxiety, fear and 
indifference.
Analysis of group R
The students in group B seemed to be clearer about 
the task they were supposed to be doing when compared to 
the members in grope A. They looked as if they were more 
motivated to do the task, and they seemed to enjoy what 
they were doing.
The students in this group had not only chosen a 
topic, but also prepared some questions on it. They 
seemed to be one step ahead of group A.
These students did not look confused like the 
members of group A. They also seemed to be in harmony as 
a group, or a pair in fact, and could work in 
cooperation.
They looked less dependent on the teacher and could 
use her as a human resource. They only checked their 
questions with the teacher.
The minute the teacher told them why a question may 
be inappropriate Deniz corrected it right away. She did 
not waste time and procrastinate..
After the teacher left, Arzu and Deniz carried on 
with their task. They changed the questions on their 
questionnaire. They actually had a questionnaire, they 
were only improving it, by making it grammatically more 
correct.
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In short, what the researcher can say is this group
/seemed to work in harmony, had an understanding of the 
purpose of the task, knew how to plan their work, and 
proceed with it. Also they could get help easily when 
they needed it. They were not inhibited like the members 
of group A. Finally it can be said that this group was 
less dependent on their teacher.
Άρτι 1 th(q l^th. Thursday
Analysis of the class
Students looked tired and bored. They seemed as if 
they did not want to listen to the teacher. However, the 
teacher had to carry out her plan and she did.
Analysis o f Group A
In this group, the researcher observed a fair amount 
of anxiety, tension and negative feelings. The group 
members did not cooperate much, it was as if they had 
been forced to do this task as a group and they did not 
like this the least.
However, the ISC had to be done and they would be 
graded on it the next day, so two members in the group, 
Sibel and Ulku forced themselves to finish the task. It 
was obvious that they did not enjoy themselves in the 
process of completing their questionnaire.
Sevgi, on the other hand, did not even force herself 
to share the workload and be responsible for her share in 
the task. She just sulked and acted in a very hostile 
manner to all her group mates.
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Sibel too looked very tense, but she continued 
writing the questions only to get it finished. She 
apparently did not want to get a bad mark. That was why 
she was so concerned with the exact niomber of questions 
they had to give to the teacher. She was afraid she 
would get a bad mark if she gave anything less than the 
teacher demanded. But she showed her frustration when 
Arzu, in group B wanted to try her questions on her. She 
acted in a very hostile and aggressive manner, and 
refused to help her.
Ulku was quite confused, and looked unhappy, but she 
worked with Sibel to finish ISC assignment.
In the end the teacher seeing that they did not look 
like a real group where cooperation should take place, 
asked them whether they had prepared the questions as a 
group. Sevgi's answer was interesting. She showed Sibel 
and said they had worked as a group. But Ulku was in the 
same group and she should have been with them in the 
preparation. But she was not. The researcher knew about 
this, because the day before, she had accompanied them , 
and had seen that Sevgi and Sibel had actually got 
together and tried to prepare some questions in Sevgi's 
house. Then Ulku had not joined them saying that she 
could not make it.
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Both Arzu and Deniz seemed to be quite sure of what 
they were supposed to be doing and they enjoyed carrying 
out the task. Arzu smiled frequently and Deniz looked 
very relaxed. It was obvious that they did not 
experience any negative feelings like the members of 
group A. That was why they could continue with their 
task easily. The researcher observed that they worked in 
harmony as a group. This could be seen in the way they 
shared the workload when they decided on the number of 
questions each had to prepare for their questionnaire. 
This also showed that they could plan their work.
Both of these students were very attentive to what 
the teacher said and carried out their task following 
what the teacher demanded from them. When they got 
confirmation from the teacher that they were doing fine, 
they felt secure and confident and continued with their 
ISC assignment.
One final point that has been observed in this group 
is the way they used their time effectively and 
productively without wasting it. When they were through 
with preparing the questions, it was seen that Deniz took 
out her journal and wrote in it. In this way, she would 
not spend any time in her house trying to write for the 
researcher. It can be said that both these students were 
very responsible students who wanted to do the task given 
to them properly.
Analysis of Group B
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April_14th, Friday
Students looked tired and bored, they seemed as if 
they did not want to listen to the teacher. However, the 
teacher had to carry out her plan, and she did.
Analysis of Group A
Members in this group did not show much interest in 
what the teacher said. It was a Friday, and they all 
looked tired . They also looked bored.
Analysis of Clronp R
Although it was a Friday, Deniz and Arzu still 
looked enthusiastic and were willing to listen to the 
teacher. It was as if they did not want to miss out 
anything the teacher would expect from them the following 
week.
April 17th, Monday
Analysis of the class
The students all looked tired and bored and anxious, 
except one who was quite cheerful and communicated with 
the teacher. Yet most of the students in the class had 
blank looks on their faces. It was as if the class 
teacher was dragging them to do this ISC which they did 
not seem to be interested in doing.
Analysis of Croup A
The students looked very tired as they had just come 
out of a weekly exam. They were worried whether they had 
done well in this exam, and whether they would get
__Analysis of the class
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passing grades. In these circumstances, when the teacher 
wanted them to carry on with the next ISC, none of the 
three members in this group looked interested. Instead 
they showed a negative reaction and were angry.
Sibel said she had a headache and stopped listening 
to the teacher. Later she expressed that she was not 
going to do that ISC as she already had five passing 
grades. Later she showed annoyance with the teacher and 
said the teacher was explaining everything in great 
detail and this was not necessary. However, a while 
later she confessed that she had not understood anything. 
This showed that Sibel wanted in a way, to do the next 
ISC, and had feelings of guilt on not wanting to do that. 
Her excuse was her headache. In short she was not the 
least motivated to do this ISC.
As for Sevgi, she reacted against being so 
frequently assessed. Then because she did not listen to 
the teacher carefully, she asked me what they were 
supposed to do for Wednesday. For the second time, the 
researcher wondered why she did not ask this question to 
the teacher herself. Is she afraid of the teacher?
Later Sevgi decided not to do this ISC, as she had 
done the previous ISC assignments and had got five from 
all of them. She asked a very interesting question. She 
showed her need to not study by stating that this was 
Independent study and she could choose not to study. She 
also expressed that she felt very nervous.
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In this lesson, Arzu and Deniz looked very tired as 
well and they could not contribute much to the lesson. 
Apri]_18th, Tuesday
The teacher collected the students' reports.
April_19th, Wednesday
Analysis of Group A And R;
Still signs of lack of motivation in group A. In 
group B the researcher was surprised to see Arzu absent. 
April 2nth, Thursday
Analysis of Group A
In group A the students were still not motivated to 
do the presentation. They would do it but reluctantly.
Analysis of Group B
In group B both Deniz and Arzu were very motivated 
to give the presentation. They had even prepared a 
handout to give the class. They both worked on the final 
preparations.
April 21st,_Friday
Each group in the class gave their presentation.
Analysis of Group R
Analysis of Group A
Sevgi was very excited, and stuttered a lot. 
She looked nervous and embarrassed to be standing in 
front of the class. She had written all the questions 
and the results she had obtained on the board and read by 
looking at them. Her back was constantly turned to her
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friends so, we cannot say that they thought this was a 
successful presentation. After Sevgi sat down, she smiled 
nervously. It was obvious she had not enjoyed this 
experience.
Sibel preferred to sit down and give her 
presentation. She looked at the board and read the 
results of her survey. She was not very interested in 
giving this presentation.
Ulku also sat down while giving her 
presentation, however, she had prepared a nice 
introduction which attracted her audience and then she 
read her share of the questions and answers on the board.
Analysis of Group B
Arzu looked quite confident when she gave her 
presentation. It was obvious that she had prepared well 
for the event. She had prepared some drawings and stuck 
them on the board, she also wrote some figures on the 
board while she presented her results. She looked she 
enjoyed giving this presentation. In the end she gave 
the handout they as a group had prepared on their 
restaurant to the class.
Deniz looked quite confident as well, although 
from time to time she hesitated and thought whether she 
was using a word properly or not. She made use of the 
board as well and she stood while she talked and made eye 
contact with her audience. It was obvious she had
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prepared well for this and at the end quite possibly she 
felt quite content and satisfied. '
Fina]_Analysis
When the data obtained was analyzed it was seen 
that, although the producer of the ISC and the Evaluator 
of the ISC agreed on many points related to ISC, the 
teacher and the students were quite confused, and showed 
negative reaction towards the ISC assignments. These 
points will be shown below.
First of all neither the producer nor the evaluator 
had a firm background on independent learning. This was 
explained by themselves.
When I took over, the ISC was still very much 
experimental. I think the institution had no fixed 
idea of what it wanted from the ISC, so the producer 
before me did not have a brief as far as I know. It 
was all very vague. Maybe 'independence' was the buzz 
word, but I do not think there was any attempt to 
ensure that there was a standardized understanding of 
that term. There was no guiding principle in writing 
for ISC design and there was no standardized 
understanding of what 'independence' was.
Thinking back to 1992, in Curriculum Section, 
we[Curriculum members] divided into groups and we all 
worked in different areas for the new Curriculum and I 
was not actually involved in the original group of the 
ISC but we did talk a lot in a general forum about 
these issues. They found a fair amount of stuff on 
project work in schools and things like that, beyond 
that, there really was not a lot there, so we really 
to a large extent developed our own approach to 
independent learning within this context. In terms of 
turning something into quite practical nobody had ever 
done it before.
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The evaluator said that in some universities in 
Britain, they had their version of the ISC, but these 
were for post-graduate students, so they were studying in 
a different environment. The evaluator continued by 
saying that in the countries where students have similar 
background to Turkish students, to his knowledge, nobody 
had ever tried something like the ISC.
The ISC assignments started to be prepared after a 
large scale Student Needs Analysis as explained by the 
evaluator and the results of this analysis was that the 
students coming out of Bilkent University School of 
English(BUSEL) then, in 1992, did not posses any academic 
skills and as a result they could not adapt easily to the 
academic environment in their faculties. So out of this 
practical need the ISC assignments were initiated. The 
aim was to introduce academic skills like doing library 
research , academic essay writing and giving 
presentations to the students, and by doing these 
assignments, the students would prepare for their 
academic life, and would develop their independence so 
that when they actually went to their faculties they 
would be more independent with the skills they possessed.
This was explained by the evaluator. However, the 
ISC assignments were not piloted as confirmed by the 
evaluator. ” Because of the logistics of producing the 
quantity of assignments for the next course..." and as 
the class teacher complained about. As the evaluator
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said: "The ISC was implemented as it was and then
through formative evaluation, improving it as we went 
along."
However, from the time it started to be 
implemented, there was a reaction towards the ISC as was 
also observed by the evaluator and expressed: "Last
year, the ISC and this year too was a very controversial 
issue. Amongst a lot of innovations this was a radical 
one, and it became quite a focal point of concern about 
innovation." However this was anticipated by the 
Curriculum. The evaluator said: " Since its [ISC] there 
has been a strong demand for change. That is what you 
would expect from a radical innovation like this." He
also added: " This involves a major change in your 
outlook on learning, so changes at this scale obviously 
are not going to happen overnight. We are talking 
years." The evaluator of ISC also said that with the 
introduction of ISC the whole institution has had to 
change its way of thinking, not only the students, but 
also the teachers themselves as the role of the teacher 
in the ISC was quite different.
Yet, the data that has been collected show that 
there is still some confusion in BUSEL as to what the ISC 
is, and what independent learning calls for. The 
evaluator also confirmed this. The perception of what 
the ISC is all about has still even after two years, 
really to be clarified within the institution.
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The confusion showed itself in the implementation of 
the ISC assignments that students have to do each week.* 
The producer wrote materials which fit in with the 
syllabus objectives of that particular course with the 
aim of developing certain academic skills in the 
students. However, when these ISC assignments were 
carried out, the class teacher said that there were many 
problems in her class. For example. The teacher said 
students were not used to the idea of doing skills work.
Conclusion
In this chapter, first, the terms ISC, what it 
stands for, the goals of ISC were clarified by presenting 
the findings of the interviews between the teacher 
administrator preparing the ISC assignments, and 
teacher/administrator responsible for evaluating the ISC 
assignments. Also the term Independent Learning was 
clarified.
Next the class teachers' views on how useful and 
achievable the aims of ISC, and whether it promoted 
independent learning in students were given depending on 
the data obtained from the interview.
Then, students views on the ISC were described as 
they discussed the topic followed by a description of 
their perception of ISC as written in their journals.
After that, the class. Intermediate X, at BUSEL 
which was observed intensively on doing their ISC
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assignments was described to see whether the aims of ISC 
were being reached and whether ISC were helping these 
students to improve their study skills, and whether they 
prepared them to be independent learners. The findings 
will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
I know I cannot teach anyone anything,
I can only provide an environment in which 
he can learn learn.
Carl R. Rogers (1983)
Educationalists in general agree that the 
traditional educational system is failing to meet the 
needs of the society, "...because it kills the feeling of 
curiosity that naturally exists in all human beings."
What is to be done, therefore, according to Rogers,(1983) 
is to rekindle that fire in the learners and to teach 
them how to learn, thus giving them the responsibility of 
their own learning.
A great deal of research has been and is being 
done, on the concept of learning, Brookfield(1986),
Dewey(1944), Dickinson(1987), Holec(1986), Knowles(cited 
in Wenden, 1987). All of these researchers, or 
theorists, in the end seem to converge on the idea of 
delegating the resposibility of learning to the student, 
rather than the teacher being responsible for teaching to 
fulfill the demands of the present day society. It is 
evident that changes in the concept of learning/teaching 
have to be realized and implemented, if the ultimate end 
result of productive individuals in a constantly changing 
environment is desired. Therefore, this study has tried 
to describe the ways in which one institution, Bilkent
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University School of English Language(BUSEL), Ankara,
/Turkey, has tried to develop students' self- 
directed (autonomous) or independent learning.
The present study investigated :
1. The goal of the Independent Study Component 
(ISC), a weekly assignment given to EEL students for 
class and individual work, at BUSEL,
2. How the concept of Independent Learning in 
general and the ISC in particular, is understood by 
staff, and students in BUSEL,
3. Whether the ISC promotes independent learning, 
and finally,
4. How useful and realistically achievable the aims 
of ISC assignments are. A summary of the results 
with recommendations is presented, followed by 
suggestions for further research.
Discussion of Results
All of the research questions above will be covered 
in the following discussion of results by the major 
points.
The analysis of the data indicated that although the 
name of this component is Independent Study Component, 
the aim was not set to give students total independence 
or make them autonomous learners, as both the producer of 
the ISC assignments and the evaluator agreed, rather to 
prepare them for the independence that they will need in 
their faculties. By doing the ISC assignments, it was
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assumed that the students in BUSEL would develop academic 
skills.
A noted researcher pointed out that equipping 
learners with necessary skills was very important for 
future independent work, and also making them aware of 
the need for more learning. "... attention should be 
given to helping learners gain an awareness of the need 
that they will have to continue learning [the language] 
on their own once they leave the classroom together with 
the skill they will need to so ..." Knowles cited in 
Wenden.
It was very clear from various statements of the 
students that the 'awareness of the need' , mentioned 
above, was totally absent. As one student said:
"...People can learn on their own, but still 
somebody has to say something [lead]. Otherwise there 
wouldn't be a place called school..." As another pointed 
out: "... I have to be told what Independent Learning
is... I don't know how to study, so I tried to improve my 
vocabulary by memorizing words from the dictionary..."
These statements and many others with the same theme 
but different words illustrate the lack of comprehension 
of 'Independent Study' concept and consequently the lack 
of 'awareness of the need'. The reason being the lack of 
the first component, i.e. 'Psychological Training or 
Psychological Preparation' (Holec 1980)
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One of the important theorists and researchers in
/the field of self-directed learning, Brookfield(1986), 
mentions that when techniques of self-directed learning 
are used as an alternative means for satisfying 
curriculum requirements and achieving specified 
competencies, both learners and teachers will be faced 
with frequent ambiguity, uncertainty, and problems both 
of planning and directing learning. Before programs 
using such principles are established, therefore, an 
induction period of some kind is essential for teachers 
according to Brookfield. Brookfield also mentions that 
it is just as important that learners be prepared for the 
shock of being asked to take control over aspects of 
their learning. The importance of the learners being 
eased into this mode through an induction course is 
stressed by Brookfield as well as faculty making explicit 
from the outset, the rationale behind the adoption of 
these techniques. However, at BUSEL, as mentioned by the 
evaluator of the ISC assignments, this mode of learning, 
and the ISC assignments have been implemented before 
teachers or students have been explained the rationale or 
have been prepared psychologically for a shift of 
paradigm.
As a result, anxiety, fear, confusion, lack of 
motivation and boredom can be observed from the point of 
view of the majority of the students, the major reason 
being incomplete implementation, i.e. targeting
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development of skills only. On the other hand the lack of 
effort to raise the awareness as to why students need to 
acquire the skills that are being taught, induces the 
student to consider the assignments as just something to 
be done in order to get a good grade rather than the 
expected end result of self-directed, (autonomous) 
independent learning. One student illustrated this point 
by saying: "... I am not going to do this assignment. 
Because I have already got fives from all the previous 
assignments ..."
A curriculum implementation aiming only for the 
improvement of study skills is subject to serious 
scepticism. "Skill studies are liable to become purely 
mechanical and thus are restrictive of intellectual 
power. Sheer imitation, dictation of steps to be taken 
may give results most quickly and yet strengthen traits 
likely to be fatal to reflective power..." (Dewey sited 
in Archambault, p. 236) It is not possible to talk about 
or hope for any level of freedom or independence without 
the ability of reflection. Thus the reader is reminded 
of the two dimensions of self-directed learning as 
mentioned in Chapter 2. Self-directed learning not only 
calls for methodological preparation, but also 
psychological preparation for both teachers and learners.
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The second main point evident from the data is the 
lack of consensus among the staff responsible for the 
implementation of the system, on the concept of 
independent learning and methods of implementation to 
achieve this goal. The staff agreed on the point that 
there was a confusion in BUSEL as to what the terms 
independent learning meant and what the ISC represented. 
As one of the teacher administrators said: "... the 
perception of what the ISC is all about still has to be 
clarified within the institution even after two years of 
its implementation.”
The confusion of the concept of independent 
learning leads to confusion as to what the teacher's and 
the students' roles should be. It is evident that with 
the introduction of the ISC the whole institution has had 
to change its way of thinking, not only the students but 
also the teachers since the 'guiding' role of the teacher 
in the ISC is quite different than the traditional 
'managerial' role as expressed by the ISC evaluator.
One confusion is that the ISC assignments are 
regarded as tests by some teachers and, consequently, by 
some of the students. During these classes, students do 
not request help and teachers do not give it. However, 
the teacher administrators responsible for ISC 
assignments say that ISC asignments are not tests.
Another source of confusion is how the ISH should be 
used. The producer of the ISC assignments says that ISH
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can be used for any kind of study as long as it is 
productive, whereas the class teacher thinks that time 
should be used for independent study only.
As a result of this confusion, and misunderstanding 
of the concept of independent learning, a great majority 
of the students regarded ISC as an anxiety provoking 
experience, as one student expressed in her journal: "
A marathon of excitement and fear that takes place every 
week." The class teacher supported this view by saying: 
"...They[students] are terrified half of the time of what 
is going on..." During the classroom observations many 
students were seen to exhibit signs of frustration, 
anxiety and fear. Because the students could not adapt 
to their new role that is expected from them, and could 
not take responsibility of their learning, this anxiety, 
which is by no means a facilitative kind, but a 
debilitative kind (Kleinmann, 1977; Scovel, 1978, cited 
in Allright, 1991) was frequently observed by the 
researcher and stated by the students. Sometimes as a 
result of frustration and not understanding the purpose 
of the task they were doing, the students showed signs of 
lack of communication and lack of cooperation, sometimes 
resulting them to leave the class or not come at all, and 
in other instances walking about in the class with 
Walkman on their ears, or chatting with their friends at 
inappropriate times, or even quarrelling with each other 
or being hostile and refusing to speak during group work.
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Sometimes, this frustration and not understanding 
the purpose of the task was so strong,and their fear of" 
getting bad marks was so intense, they felt they were not 
up to the task, cheated occasionally and lost their self- 
confidence by blaming themselves. One student expressed 
this by saying: " I leave everything to the last minute. 
I think I am lazy."
However, it was seen by the researcher that not all 
students shared the same feelings and were as much 
confused about ISC assignments or independent learning. 
One student in the class showed some traits that an 
autonomous learner should possess. Also one more student 
knew how to work efficiently and cooperatively. Yet, the 
majority of the students in the class did not share the 
same feelings and were not at the same level of 
independence with these two students.
One other point that was concluded from the data was 
that the class teacher felt she lacked independence. She 
wished to be more independent in her classes to be able 
to tailor the ISC assignments to fit her students more. 
She also mentioned that she was the person who faced her 
students every day, and knew their needs and their weak 
points.
Finally, one of the reasons why there is so much 
reaction against the ISC can be because of students' 
previous educational background and their culture. They 
are used to the product approach, as has been stated by
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the teacher and are used to studying only for an exam.
/Grammar has always been the top priority in language 
learning as expressed by the students themselves, and 
they do not understand the importance of skils work. Also 
the students come from a very dependent background and 
have difficulty in adapting to a less dependent system.
It is clear that no positive results can be expected 
from ISC, at its present state, without the essential 
prerequisite of reaching a consensus on the concepts such 
as independence, independent learner, ISC as well as the 
implemention methods, programs, techniques both by the 
staff and teachers.
However, although ISC is a controversial issue in 
BUSEL and there are many criticisms, one has to admire 
the motivation for this brave move. There is a lot of 
talk that is going on at BUSEL among the staff and 
students, but the researcher thinks this is all to the 
good. Surely where the administration is trying to 
develop an independent study component and where staff 
members think and argue about these issues, students have 
great advantages in attending BUSEL over another school 
where none of these issues are ever considered.
Suggestions for Further Research 
This study is a thick, in-depth study to investigate 
how independent learning is being carried out at BUSEL, 
through the implementation of the Independent Study
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Component. Since such a thick, in-depth study has never 
been carried out at BUSEL before, this study and its 
findings can serve as a starting point for future 
researchers.
Also, as researchers point out, as implementing 
self-direction in language teaching is quite a new 
concept, more studies are needed.
Limitations of the Study
A small sample of participants has been used in this 
study. Thus, this study cannot be generalizable to the 
situation in the whole of BUSEL.
The students are Turkish EFL students who are 
studying English at the time as they work on ISC. The 
results might be different for students of other cultures 
or native speakers of a language.
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APPENDIX A
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This is the first - of -2 linked ISCs about collecting and 
interpret ing inf ormat ion . ^ This week you will work in a group to 
design a questionnaire which you will use to conduct a class 
survey. Your group will/ also start to put together all of its 
findings this week. Next/week, you will, have a group ,discussion 
about these.-findingis/'and J'wh^ t,. they in
Please look through bothjassigriments before starting this one .
Stèp 1 : Decide who you.wt'tlfCwbtH ^ work in groups of 4dr 5 (groups of 4 are thefbes ite down the names of the' other
people in your group ^ belowVsJlfe./ . ’ ■
1) ■· · ■ · .'“v
•A. / * · · · . ·  · .· · · » · t · · · · · » · t · t . ·■'·.· · · . ·  · · · · · » ·'· · ■ ·  · ·.· · · · · · ·.« « · *  · · · · t · ·
2) ............. ............................ s,. ......... '
3) ... ..........  . .... . .V. . . . ...... . ...... . .......
4) ........ ............ . .........................
step 2 : Decide ön a topic., for your questionnaire and decide who 
would want information about it and why. Here are some ideas:
TOPIC WHO WANTS THE INFORMATION AND WHY ·
Leisure 
facilities at 
Bilkent
Students'’. Union want, to know which 
facilities (eg; the gym) students use most, 
what they/think about them and what other 
facilities'they would like.
ISC . .The/Curriculum Unit is trying to improve the 
ISC. ; Theyl’want'to-know how useful it is, how 
muçh : timelat-vt up and which aspects of 
thé ISC lëgiî.üriderstanding instructions, 
doing library-research) students find the · 
most .difficiilt., ■
Shopping Meteksan supermarket wants to know what' 
things to stock. They need to know which 
foods Bilkeht,/students buy regularly, which 
things they/'would prefer not to carry on the , 
bus from Ankara, .and what other things apart 
food they'.néëd; frequently .
HINT:·-<■ j. t.···· · ·. 'i'·, ’■
/^Notice that alt thèse ideas areVtKihgs that your classmates know 
about from their own experience .1 Your topic does not have to be 
related to Bilkent but it should not be something that some 
students may know nothing about.
■I - '
İNEra. CopqrTjjX-f SuSEif BrjikÊNT UnTüen3r|*j, İJ
10‘f
When you have decided, fill-in -the spaces below;
MY GROUP’S TOPIC . .... ........................
• \
WHO WAilTS the' INFORMATION^JA^fD, WRY.............
* * * * · *■· *·*/■ * * . * * * *. * * *■* * * * * * * *'* * * * · » ■ * ·'· · · · * * · » *
/ r • · * « ·
♦ A ·.. ♦ ·,· ■'· ,* · · · · · ··■ ♦ · · · · # · · · · · ·. » • » • • « « • t « · · · · · · · · » · .  · · · ·  « · § ·
• · · · '· ·· · 0 0' -0^ i :^.0.^  ^ · 0 0 0 '0 -0 0 · ·.’·· · ♦ · · .  .•■■y·.· · · · ♦ · ,  · · . · · · # · · · · · · · · · · ·  ·.«·
NB: Each;|g^ oUp'';l^  must choose a different topic.
Step 3 : ';-E vour group is'^going'to write 4 questions in
order to;^ information which is heeded. (Making a total
of 16 to :^ 20 questions depending' on how many are in the group) 
Before youiVtart, read the advice below and study the good and bad 
example questions. i
HINTS: / V · , -
- A good survey produces statistics.■Write questions that can be 
answered simply (eg: Yes/No, or Often/Sometimes/Never) or which 
have multiple choice answers· for people to choose from.
- Good que'stions are specific; they give you only the information 
you need.
- Good questions are grammatically accurate and easy to understand.
k |^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k |^  »1^ k ^  k ||^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k |^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k||^  k | ^  k ^  k^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^  k ^
Bad question:
What do you think about the facilities?
Comments: Not specific. Which facilities ape we talking about? 
There is ho limit to the answers that are pbssible.
Good question:
What do you think about the social facilities at Bilkent? 
a) there are not enough, b) enough but they could be improved, 
c) very goodk^  ^  ^^ ^  ^^ k^ ki^ kJv k^  ^^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^^  ^^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^ ^^ k  ¿yk ^ k  ^ k  ^ k  ^ p  ^ k  ^ k  ^ k  ^ p  ^ p  ^ k  ^ p  ^ p  ^ p  ^ p  ^ k  ^ p  ^ k  * f k  ^ p  ^ k  # p
Bad question;
Which parts of the, ISC do you find difficult?
Comments:T don’t understand what the question means when it talks 
about "parts" so either I can|t answer this 'question or I might 
give the,wrong sort of answer.?;, -
In e 3, Co|fyr»g)v4^  BuSEl, BiltCNT UnJaerarj ,^ |995
IDS'
Good question:
Which parts of the ISC do you find difficult? (Please put a tick 
next to them on the list be'^ ow. You can tick as many as you like)
- Following instructions
- Understanding the vocabulary in the ISC booklet · ,
- Doing library research
step 4: When you have written your questions show them to^ the 
others in your group and ask them to decide if they are good or 
bad. Check that the grammar and spelling are accurate, and make 
sure that there is no repetition or overlap between questions. Make 
corrections or.write; new questions if necessary. .
Step 5 : When you are happy with your questions, organisé them in a 
logical order and write out your quest.ionnaire. Make sure that each 
question is numbered and that is clear how and where people must 
write their answers. Write the names of the people in your group on 
the questionnaire plus the topic, plus who wants the information and why.
Make photocopies of your group’s questionnaire for everyone in the 
class (including the people in your own group). Bring the 
photocopies to the next ISC hour..
Step 6 : Use the ISC hour for filling in questionnaires and 
returning them to the groups who wrote them. As soon as you have 
got all of your questionnaires back, your group can start work on 
bringing the findings together (you can· continue this over the 
weekend if you can meet up with the others in your group: if not, 
you’will be given ;time to do it in next Monday’s study hour as part 
of the next ISC)
HINT:
Each member should record the group’s findings on his own photocopy 
of the questionnaire. Eg: /
1) Which parts of the ISC do you find difficult? (Please,put -a tick 
next to them on the list below. You may tick as many as you like)
- Following instructions {12 students}
- Understanding the vocabulary in'the ISC booklet {3 students}
- Doing library research (22 students}
At the end of! this assignment your group must give the teacher:
—  The original copy of your group’s' questionnaire (read Step 
5 again to make sure that it is o.k. before you give it in)
IF YOU DO NOT HAND IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE YOUR GROUP WILL GET ZERO
l/vE3,Cb^r7gW· BliSBl, B>7xkEf*T (JoïüerpP^, I
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}
INDEPENDENT STUDY COMPONENT
■ y ■; .■ . ' "  ' ■:■·
' . '■ ' ■ - ’ ·■ ;;'■-■■··· ' ■  ‘ :: -:y-r^· y  y  1 , ' . y y . : · : : · . :
, v , # Î 7 - : V ; . ;
' - Ï ,  \ V  - . . ' D '■ /■ V i " : ^ W · ; · ; " v ■. ■ /  '' 
TA SK  : ..,;;G roup d iscussion  b a se d  o n  qu èstionnaire d ata
■' V '.-. V · ' ' '  ■' -■ ■ ■ '■ ...
. ·:,·. V^ · . ·: '· · ' .
■ .•jrTi-'.i.v- ' ■'  ^ :· ■ ' · '
;,v:·····: - ■7 ^ · . '
LEVEL /
\
: In term ed iate
r
TA SK  LENGTH : 1 W e e k
O B JE C n V E S
: ■· r
: C ollating Interpreting d ata  and take part in 
d iscu ssio n s .
RESO U RCES : C om p leted  q u estio n n aires from  INE3
%  .. i v è ÿ r i l■ ..  ■· '\ V V v5 > v ·,.
ORGANISATIONV
I "  .·- ■ - - y i r y y : ·
, : G roups o f  4 t 5  /  1
:'i'c··· V ,·: ■ ■ ■ ' y y y y - ,  y  y ' '
■ 1
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This week you will continue to work in groups. First you will 
finish collecting together the information from the questionnaires, 
then you will have a group discussion about the findings and what 
to do with them. Each discussion will take about 5 minutes. .
Step 1 : Use the study hour on Monday to^finish collecting together 
all of the information from your questionnaires. ■ ..I'l·;' '
Step 2 ; As part of the group discussion you will have to reports bn 
your findings so the next thing to do is to think of the language 
you will need. Look at the example below and at the different -ways 
of reporting the same piece of information: ' "
1) Which of these things do you buy regularly? (# of students 
surveyed =25)
- Bread {23 students}
- Milk (20 students}
Potatoes (0 students)
- Fresh Fruit (11 students}
- Frozen Food {0 students}
- Biscuits {21 students}
Ways, of reporting this finding:
23 out of 25 students said that they (buy bread regularly.)
The vast majority of students in our class ( " " ")
Almost all of the students we asked reported that they (" " ")
92% of the students who answered our questionnaire (” · "■ ")
Make a list of the expressions you may need in order to report on 
your findings. (This list is not handed in, it is just to give you 
the vocabulary you need for the group discussion. You are allowed 
to take language from your coursebook etc.)
Step 3 : ‘ ■ Next you need to decide what you can léarri from your 
finding's and what to do with this information. Look again at the 
shopping example in Step 2.
What have we learnt? We 
(bread/ milk) plus snacks 
things that need cooking
now know that students buy basic foods 
( biscuits/fruit) but that they do not buy 
(potatbes/-frozen food).
What will we do with the information? We’ll tell the people from 
the supermarket who wanted 'us to find out this information that 
they should stock more biscuits and perhaps other snacks too like 
crisps. ,We’ll also tell them not to stock vegetables.
As a group, make notes about what you have learnt and what you will 
do with the information. You will be allowed to. look at these notes 
during your discussion (but you if any of you just read from the 
notes they will be taken away)
Inp3 , Co^ rigiri· BuSQ,
•10^
HINT:
Always think about who w’anted the information and why.
Step ‘4 : You are now ready to have your group discussion. This is 
what;; y have to do:
·' · ·,■· _ , .·' , 'J'.i V-^ Irttroduce/ Start the Discussion . ; - '
,- Sa^^hat your topic is, plus who wantèd the.information andywhy.
- /S'ayiSw^  you are going to do in the discussion.
Eg;^^ight everyone, as you all know, Meteksan sùpermarket asked us 
out what sort of things Bilkent students buy regularly so 
thaipiÇhèy could decide· what ito stock. Now we’re going to' talk about 
our>^ i?-'hdings and decide what advice we can give them. Ebru, maybe 
yo^^^p l^d start by telling us about one of the findings. . .
HIN^^^pnly one person will do the introduction, decide who it will’ 
be .^ e^fo^  you start. (That person should also speak during the rest 
of r’the'; discussion though)
ii )SHave the Discussion
- Diacuss what you have learnt
- Di’scuss what you are going to do with this information
HINTij'^ake it in turns to present the findings and. what you have
learnt from them, but make sure that the wljole group discusses what 
to do, with the 'information. This way, everyone will have a chance 
to .speak but Inhere will also be interaction.
iiilsFinish the Discussicm
- Mafeeisure that everyone agrees with the decisions that the group
has^made · i: '
- Ehd'i.'the discussion:
.HINT,f^ |^It’s logical for one person to take this stage, but it 
should'n ’ t be that same person who did the introduction because that 
woui.dlfmean that he/she has done most bf the talking.
Q: What^  will my teacher use when grading the speaking?
A:’Fluency, Vocabulary^ and Interactional Strategies
THEREylS NOTHING TO HAND IN AT THE END OF THIS ASSIGNMENT. ONLY THE 
SPEAKING IS ASSESSED. '
■ ' ■ ■
Inf3, ÜpTüsrAiijf 1995
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/TnformRd (~!nn.q(=^nt. Form
I agree to participate in a research study on 
"Independent Learning". It has been explained to me by 
the researcher that my name will be kept confidential and 
I may withdraw from the study at any time if I wish to do 
so.
Name: (Print)
Date:
Signature:
APPENDIX B
If there are any queries about the study , please feel 
free to contact the researcher:
Serna Keşkekçi 
MA TEFL Program 
Bilkent University
Or the study advisor:
Dr. Terri Haas 
MA TEFL Program 
Bilkent University
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S: Are they like that?
C: No, they should be. For example, the first
course, the teacher collects the ISC everyday and 
looks at it and gives it back, so the students 
learn that they have to work during the ISC hour 
from the first course.
S: Everyday you mean?
C: Yeah. Every day teacher takes it, has a file,
collects all the stuff, looks at it, makes a note, 
if the students aren't doing anything, you put a 
zero next to their work profile for that hour, and 
then at the end of the week, you could see who has 
worked, and who hasn't. Teacher has a lot of 
control over them, because that's the only thing 
they understand. In the meanwhile they're doing 
vaguely projectlike things. And then in the 
second course you begin to make it more free, you 
maybe allow them to take it home and bring it back 
the next day. So during the academic year, you 
expect more and more independence from the 
students. What happens here is that the only 
thing that's graded during the year is the level, 
so the students starts at Foundation with an easy 
task in terms of the English required and the 
English that's required gets more and more 
complicated but not the degree of independence
APPENDIX C
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required. We're not training the students, we're 
testing them every week. Here's a new test. It's* 
testing, not teaching. So, I think that they 
should start in the first course with very heavily 
controlled things, ofcourse all levels, and then 
piece by piece , through the year it add to the 
level of independence required. By the end of the 
year, you can say to the students, "Now, look. In 
the first course we told you everything, now 
you're doing it yourself. Can't you see you're 
learning something?" They can't see that now 
because the only thing that's changed is the 
level of English involved. So I think this has 
not been thought out very carefully and for next 
year we may try something like that. We could 
reduce the ISCs according to the level of 
independence they require, like why should my 
Foundation course students in Week 6, First Course 
go to a library and find 3 sources? They're 
terrified of the library. Library research could 
be added later. First time I could take the 
students to the library, and show them where to 
get something, watch them and be with them, and 
then the next time, or we could bring a reference 
book into the classroom, bring an encyclopedia, 
look at it, what can you do with it.
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S: What is independent learning?
B: To my mind, it seems a bit unfortunate that we
have called this " the Independent Study 
Component" because teachers have their own view of 
independence. Some people feel that "independent 
learning" is learning on your own without any 
help. Because of that some people have a very 
test-driven attitude towards the ISC. They feel 
they cannot help the students because it wouldn't 
be independent or because like in a test it would 
be cheating. I'm coming to take the with view 
that in the short-term the ISC has very little to 
do with independent learning. I think that"s the 
long-term aim. But I think the ISC actually 
represents a very tightly controlled task, a task 
where the teacher is really central to the success 
in terms of presenting it and giving support to 
the students as they work through it. But what the 
ISC does is to build up the study skills and the 
approaches, for example, how to tackle a large 
task and to break it down into manageable chunks.
I think it gives the students those skills which 
ultimately will help the students to become 
independent learners.
S: What is independent learning?
APPENDIX D
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B: To my mind, it seems a bit unfortunate that we
have called this " the Independent Study 
Component" because teachers have their own view of 
independence. Some people feel that "independent 
learning" is learning on your own without any 
help. Because of that some people have a very 
test-driven attitude towards the ISC. They feel 
they cannot help the students because it wouldn't 
be independent or because like in a test it would 
be cheating. I'm coming to take the with view 
that in the short-term the ISC has very little to 
do with independent learning. I think that"s the 
long-term aim. But I think the ISC actually 
represents a very tightly controlled task, a task 
where the teacher is really central to the success 
in terms of presenting it and giving support to 
the students as they work through it. But what the 
ISC does is to build up the study skills and the 
approaches, for example, how to tackle a large 
task and to break it down into manageable chunks.
I think it gives the students those skills which 
ultimately will help the students to become 
independent learners.
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APPENDIX E
... the University, so that awareness raising. And ' 
secondly, to introduce them to actually going through the 
steps of the kind of activity they will have to carry out 
later on, but in a very guided way. Even by Prefaculty 
level the students are very guided, much more guided than 
they would be in the faculties themselves. So we don't 
claim or to really create fully independent learners 
rather prepare them for independence. So say, a student 
has gone through BUSED, has gone through different 
levels. They will have gone through varying levels of 
difficulty of task and with a slight, or more than 
slight, with a certain reduction of control of the 
guidance through the levels, so by the time they get to 
Prefaculty, they will have done a lot of assignments, 
getting more and more difficult and with less and less 
guidance, but still at the end, we're not saying to them 
"Now go out and do the whole thing yourself.". There are 
always models supplied. The teacher is always there 
for... I think the focus should be on learning. I feel 
that the perception of what the ISC is all about has 
still even have to, after two years, really to be 
clarified within the institution. We're not testing 
students, we're not saying, "How independent are you? 
Here's a test." We're giving them guided activities to 
raise awareness and for them to learn.
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tÇocuklar hepbir agizdan konuşup tartisiyorlar heyecanla.
X : Biz bu anlcimda plan yapmayi öğrenmemiştik. Onu da
öğreniriz ama bu arada zayif almak istemiyoruz.
D : Biz Foundation'daki hocamiza sorm uştuk, neden
Introduction zorunlu diye, sebebi; boltımdeki 
hocalar, buraya gelen öğrenciler, daha plan 
cikarmasini bilmiyorlar demişler. Bunun üzerine bu 
zorunlu konulmuş. Plan şart değil diyorum ben., 
insanlar kendi teknikleriyle essa/'i yazabilirler.
O da bir plandir. Ama bunlarin istedikleri git>i 
değil.
X : Göstermelik planlar vermek zorunda kaliyoruz da.
Y : insan zaten yazmadan once kafasında mutlaka
birseyler tasarliyor. Outline.
S : ISC 'lerin genel amacinin ne olduğunu biliyor 
musunuz? Bir reaksiyonunuz var. Onu goruyoruıtı.
X : Bir ise yariyor bence. Ben cok fazla kelime 
öğreniyorum. Bir de sürekli degissn konularda 
yaziyoruz. Bir de bu ISC'1er bizLm kendi basija^za 
calismamiza yardimci olacak diye ¿onuyor.
X : Halbuki kendi basimiza calisirken, böyle bir 
sinirlama da yanlis. Yani yaptigimiz bir ISC ile tek 
basina calisip hicbirsey ogrenmeyebilirdik, eğer, t>en 
kendi oluşturduğum bir sistemle evde calismiyor ols^m, su 
anda bu kadar bile İngilizce konuşuyor oletmazdim.
APPENDIX F
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13.4.95
In Group B, Arzu is drawing the outline, the table 
of the questionnaire with Deniz.
The other group, group A is not very organised.
Sibel is still ill, looking upset. Ulku, this time is 
with them, but she is going to do this work reluctantly, 
only because she has to do it. All 3 faces are upset, 
not willing to do this work. Sevgi is sitting apart from 
Sibel and Ulku and is sulking. She seems to be thinking 
about something else. Sibel wants the questions from 
Sevgi. She gives them. Ulku and Sibel seem to be 
working together while Sevgi seems to be separated from 
the group. Sibel is copying the questions, Ulku is 
looking at her.
Teacher: It has to be finished today. ®0
questions.
Arzu seems to be the leader of that group. She was 
the drawing the table. Then, she stood up and started 
asking questions to her friends. In the meantime, Deniz 
is talking with another friend keeping her busy. Arzu 
came back near Deniz, showed her what answers she got 
from Sevgi. Then, she went near Sevgi and continued to 
ask her questions.
APPENDIX G
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APPENDIX H
II
Oj/rxx 
ol&r3 -
^  /3/e ,y/>>2 b /r /S c  varış d^ oru/n  <şcmhd
bcr- ha f^-Q bir hei/eccLD - korku imctra-hnu berKVi.
Henu^ k o m i^  o^rsn/r>ifcbk. o-i^cnra <^ o''< '^i<erce^ /'2..
X^er bo<,hcli. drup CfCJLş/nası^ /Yhş , Vc Je  ^ u p i a r  ou/m ^
ret QİQCcıkmif kk-'t'sd d ^ / /  //- J L/A/F-tk/kl
._ . / C k i e o t 'pv.
dcLfiCiSonu cdewle .'/9VİÎ bı'çbtrsea C/fnci /tkçbvrsej^
-— -  ^
^prn^icirri)· ?>ua ra d a  ’^ -^c.m'aue hr'rşep  j  k&r>ad,nl€. i'iaV/p'
hi'r (^cryc^i aC''citj/P· k jc  /71'  ^ /¿<20 5c;/o .k a d a r
ode.7İ£. f'/p/( hırŞety \ c^<pc»/7~/^ crurr\· ''laı^ ıî ¡^jt.i/T)u/'fai /<icy>:ya
dopjar>ar>C{ lc.ada/7 /D rc /a r r û r r a  oVai yap^/rujc,~xi^n^
tdo/yip^'irfm dryta pkim^-i/r). (de-şi b n  c d c c  Akrc/z <U<=>y. 
dc^a/ViS/'T/ctj^ci d a i^ id t^ / i<ş/'n ^ v şrjc : cİpiy/-cuiLiiQ/'U,>'\
6 . /0 p , q.d BilOi /sea i. ¡Z: 3mr
class
JZ)U SG aifÇ j. J^ /w  ¡/c i iy ii  S o ru  hr] ^<^rup 
^rkadoşLcntn/ci fcp crla ^ ip  hci2.u-ktd/k ^t/vdillk  
]S '  S 6 ru  . ..c id u , .(l6 ^ 2 £ >  < a .ro Ji o I< lû a k ) ö /j '€ J~ '
■^SC/'u/cn ue fCt.-hşnıa  ^ /ş>/e/niS bc,u\rn
Cdı'/ndû. d.e\,cu-n ed i'rcp i^  t /c  backj,-:) ^ eru .p o /o ^
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APPENDIX I 
April 7,1995,Friday
The fifth ISC was given to the students of 
Intermediate X by their class teacher. First the teacher 
said that, that week's ISC was going to be done in a 
group, between two to five people and everybody in the 
group would get the same mark. She explained this by 
saying; If your ISC is perfect you will all get five.
If your ISC is terrible you will all get a zero . So it 
was very important for the students to work together as a 
group and check each other.
Then she told the students what they were 
supposed to do in this ISC. They were going to write a 
questionnaire and give it to other students. After 
finishing the fifth ISC, the students were going to use 
the information they gathered to do ISC six, because ISC 
five and six were connected. In ISC six the students 
were going to gather some statistics from ISC five and 
present the results of the questionnaire in an oral 
presentation.
While the teacher was giving her instructions 
on the ISC, the door opened and a student came in. The 
teacher did not stop and carried on with her 
instructions. She said her previous students had some 
problems writing a questionnaire last year and she did 
not want any problems this time so she gave an example of 
a questionnaire. She distributed some slips of paper
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which contained a questionnaire on Study Habits. The
/students looked at these slips in pairs. A student did 
not understand what these papers were and her friend 
explained that this was an example. Another student did 
not understand a word on the slip and the teacher 
explained what it was.
Then the teacher asked some questions about the 
example questionnaire, such as who wanted to collect the 
information, what was the intended audience the 
questionnaire was aiming at and warned the students that 
when they were going to write a questionnaire the 
students had to think of who was writing it and who they 
would give the questionnaire to. At this point the 
teacher asked the class who they thought had prepared the 
sample questionnaire. Arzu answered and said a teacher 
had prepared it.
In the meantime some boys were heard to be 
talking about topics unrelated to ISC. The teacher told 
them to be quiet. Then the teacher asked what other 
reasons other than personal knowledge could lead a 
teacher to prepare a questionnaire like this and again 
Arzu answered her. The boys kept on talking. The teacher 
added that they had to think of whether the questions 
they composed were good questions or not and they had to 
think about what kind of information they wanted to 
collect. The students looked at the example 
questionnaire and decided whether the questions were
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good or not. The teacher spent about fifteen minutes on
/the sample questionnaire examining the questions and 
discussing with the students how they could be improved.
Later the teacher asked the students to form 
groups and then after students decided who they were 
going to work with, she wanted them to write their names 
together with the members in their group in their ISC 
booklet. While the teacher was helping the students to 
form groups, one student yawned.
After the students formed groups the teacher 
asked them to find a topic. It had to be a very general 
topic like television, sports. The noise level in the 
class rose. Some students were heard laughing, and 
talking.
Then the teacher asked them to narrow down 
their topic.
The teacher said they had only five minutes and 
wanted to check if what they had done was correct. As a 
good example she showed what one group chose as a topic. 
The general topic was dormitory life, when it was 
narrowed down, it became, the food in the dormitories. 
Students would investigate that and maybe give this 
information to the managers, or the information would be 
used to start a new restaurant or a supermarket in 
Bilkent the teacher said.
Finally the teacher told the class that they 
had until Monday to find a topic. Some students talked
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and made a lot of noise. Some others stood up and put 
their coats on. The class teacher told them to go back" 
to their seats and wait until the bell rang. The teacher 
spoke for a few minutes more. Then the bell rang and 
everybody left.
Apri]_IQth, Monday
Teacher sick. The researcher held a class 
discussion on the ISC and got students' views.
Description of the interviews have been discussed 
earlier.
April 11th,_Tuesday
No lesson.
April 12thr Wednesday
Work on the fifth ISC started in class 
Intermediate X. Groups had been formed and some of the 
groups seemed to be working, they were asking questions 
to the class teacher, or discussing among themselves. 
Others were chatting, looking out of the window.
The researcher's focus was the whole class 
while they worked on their ISC but the two chosen groups 
were observed in greater detail. The researcher was a 
participant observer in this class.
Group A consisted of three girls; Sevgi, Sibel and Ulku, 
Group B consisted of two girls; Deniz and Arzu.
Group A:
Students in group A chatted and gossiped until 
the teacher approached them. Sibel looked at me and
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said: We have a big problem . They had chosen their
/topic. They were going to write a questionnaire on 
television. The teacher asked them why they had chosen 
that topic. They looked puzzled. Sevgi answered: Most 
of the people watch television. They spend most of their 
time in front of television. Another student from 
another group interfered, It is a waste of time. Sevgi 
said Yes. They must [should] have some hobbies. How 
often do students watch television? (showed the class 
members). The teacher asked; Why would BUSEL want this 
information? What will they use this information for in 
the future?
Sibel : For free time of the students.
Teacher : I see. I still think it is a bit general.
In this group Sevgi listened to what the 
teacher said, she nodded occasionally, but the other two 
members in the group, Sibel and Ulku did not listen. The 
teacher looked at the questions they had prepared and 
commented on how they could change them to be more 
effective. She advised them to narrow down the topic.
Now the teacher noticed that Ulku looked a bit upset and 
confused, so she explained what they were supposed to be 
doing all over again.
The teacher moved away from group A. Sevgi and 
Sibel looked at me and confessed that they had not 
understood anything. Then when they saw the puzzled look 
on my face, this time, Sevgi said in Turkish; I will
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understand it when I go home. But I think what the
/teacher means is that the topic is too general. We should 
concentrate more on a topic.
In group A Sibel and Sevgi chatted after 
Christina left. Ulku wrote something on a notebook. Now 
Sibel looked at me and said that she had left the group.
I asked her why, but she did not answer. I told them 
that they had to stick together for a week. Sevgi did 
not do her ISC task, instead she took out a notebook full 
of new vocabulary and tried to memorize them.
I looked at group A and told them that I did 
not see a good future there.
Sibel: Me neither.
Sevgi on the other hand, said : What do you mean? We 
always get good marks, that is five's.
Sevgi: We do not want to study now.
Sibel: I am ill today, but they are lazy.
(Pointing at Ulku and Sevgi)
Ulku: First, we have to solve our problems
I do not want to study more.
Group B :
teacher. 
Deniz:
The students in group B worked hard with the
Colored and Mickey Mouse 
pictures.
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The teacher gave her opinion and without wasting time, 
Deniz got a pen, wrote what she understood immediately/ 
In this group they had prepared some questions. They 
showed them to the teacher. When the teacher explained 
that a question might be inappropriate, Deniz got a pen 
and corrected the question.
After the teacher left, the girls in group B, 
continued to work . They changed the questions on their 
questionnaire.
Deniz asked Arzu : How many money, or how much 
money? [Which is more grammatical to say?} Arzu 
answered, but she asked me the same question for 
confirmation.
Description of the class as a whole:
Students in groups. Some of them seemed to be 
discussing what they were going to write in their 
questionnaire or how they were going to narrow down their 
chosen topic. Others looking aimlessly out of the 
window, or talking about topics unrelated to ISC. A 
student in one group stood up with Walkman on his ears, 
probably listening to music and visited another group to 
let them listen to this music. The teacher did not notice 
this, because her back was turned.
The teacher visited groups. In the meantime 
the student with the Walkman on his ears came back to his 
seat. The teacher noticed this but did not say anything.
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April the 13th, Thursday
/The teacher came to class and wrote on the board what she 
wanted from the students the next day. The next day was 
Friday, and the last day of the ISC assignment number 
five, the day when it had to be collected and graded.
So she had to make sure the students gave her what she 
expected from them. She said they had to first make a 
cover page. Then she wanted them to write down the names 
of the people in the group , their topic, the reason why 
they prepared this questionnaire, and who wanted this 
information.
The teacher reminded the students once more 
what she wanted from them. She said she did not want an 
essay, she only wanted a short paragraph where they wrote 
why they were going to research this topic area. Then 
she asked the students whether they knew how they were 
going to collect the answers the next day, Friday.
The teacher asked this question to the whole 
class, but Arzu in group B answered right away. The 
teacher listened to her and said. Yes, but what are you 
going to do with your questionnaire?
One student said: I will give a photocopy to 
each one in the class which includes the questions, and 
my students will write their answers.
The teacher did not think this was a good 
solution. If you photocopy, when are you going to do
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this? The class will finish at 4.30 today, tomorrow
. /morning you come at 8.40.
A student answered: It takes twenty minutes.
The teacher; When? Are you going to do that today? 
Student: Perhaps .
Teacher: Not perhaps. It must be ready for tomorrow,
all this. If you give a photocopy to everybody, 
afterwards you are going to have 25 pieces of paper. I 
think it is going to be very difficult to look through to 
find the information. Then Arzu gave the answer the 
teacher was expecting saying that on one paper the 
students could write all the answers they collected from 
their friends. The teacher thought this was a good idea.
Then the teacher drew a table on the board and 
explained how students could get all their data on one 
piece of paper. She said, they could put the names of 
the students, put question numbers on the top, and then 
they could put all the information on one paper. So all 
the different students' answers would be on one paper. 
That would be easier. The class teacher said this was 
the most economical system and wanted them to finish it 
during the lesson that day. On Friday she wanted to see 
the questionnaires.
After giving the explanations the teacher 
started visiting groups and checking whether they were on 
the right track. However she warned them that they were 
supposed to finish all twenty questions by the end of
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that class period that day. All the students had to 
finish writing the questions that day so that they could 
give them to the teacher the next day.
Later that day, the class teacher asked 
students to check their questions, which they did, and 
the ISH continued in this manner.
Group A:
In group A, Sevgi sat apart from her group 
mates. Sibel wanted the questions they had prepared from 
Sevgi. She gave them to her. Ulku and Sibel worked 
together. Sevgi just looked around. She did not study.
Sibel kept writing. Ulku watched her.
Later, Sevgi and Sibel argued. Sibel said something.
Sevgi looked at her angrily. In the meantime Ulku looked 
around. Sibel kept on writing. Then, Sevgi also started 
to write something.
Ulku and Sibel seemed to be very tense. Sevgi 
stopped communicating with them altogether and acted like 
a stranger.
Ulku started to look at the questions. Sibel 
showed a question to Sevgi. Sevgi said : This is a 
question that we have not included. Sevgi said that 
question was unacceptable. Sibel then told her that they 
could do it in another way. Arzu, in group B, came near 
Sibel then. Sibel acted very rudely and refused to answer 
her saying that she could not answer her right now 
because they had to check some questions.
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Sevgi bit her lips and she looked very nervous. 
Sibel, counting the questions with her fingers, We have 
got thirteen questions. Is this not enough?
The teacher came near them and asked:
Did you write your questions alone or did you write your 
questions as a group?
Sevgi pointed to Sibel and said: We wrote our questions 
together.
The teacher said: Twelve questions. That is the
minimum.
Group B :
The teacher asked Arzu in group B what her 
topic was and why she had chosen it. Arzu smiled and 
said: We chose this topic, because we opened, er...
going to open a new restaurant for the Bilkent students.
When the teacher asked a question to the whole 
class whether they had planned how they were going to 
collect their data, that is the answers to their 
questionnaires, Arzu answered and said:
Arzu: We have one paper. We go to all the friends.
We check.
Teacher: Yes, that will be easier.
Arzu smiled.
After the teacher showed the example 
questionnaire, and explained how the students could most 
economically collect the data from their friends, by 
using a table, Arzu started preparing her table.[See
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appendix] She drew the outline of her table working 
together with her group mate Deniz.
In group B Arzu drew the table the teacher 
wanted. Then she stood up and started to ask her friends 
in class the questions to collect her data. First she 
went to group A and asked Sevgi her questions. In the 
meantime Deniz who was in the same group with Arzu was 
talking with a friend. Arzu came back near Deniz and 
showed her the answers she got from Sevgi. After 
checking them with her she went near Sevgi again.
In group B Arzu went back near Deniz. It could 
be seen she was following the instructions the teacher 
gave. Now she sat near Deniz and they worked on the same 
questionnaire.
In group B Deniz and Arzu worked together.
This time Deniz dictated some answers to Arzu. She said, 
Write 500' 1000 went near Sevgi, asked her the questions
she had revised.
In group B Deniz looked as if she had stopped 
working. When I asked her she told me that they had 
reached an agreement among themselves with Arzu, that 
Arzu would work on five questions, and she would work on 
the other five.
Deniz took out her journal and started writing
in it.
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Apri]_14th,_Friday
The students brought their prepared questionnaires, asked 
their ends to fill them in and finally handed in the 
question ire to the teacher and ISC number five was 
over. Then the class teacher explained to them how the 
next ISC, which was linked to the questionnaire, would be 
administered. She wrote on the board what she would do 
day by day and what the students were supposed to do.
On Monday, they were supposed to write a 
written report about their questionnaire, on Tuesday the 
teacher would collect those reports and check them, on 
Wednesday the students would start planning their 
presentation, on Thursday they would practice, and the 
class teacher would check them, and on Friday, the 
presentation would take place.
Some students chatted, others looked out of 
the window, but Arzu and Deniz were still keen on what 
the teacher said.
April_17th,_Monday
The students had just come out of a Continuous Assessment 
exam. The teacher talked about the past CA for a while 
and then started the ISC. She gave them the vocabulary 
and the grammar of the report they were supposed to give 
her the next day. She explained the specific language of 
presenting the results of a survey.
When the teacher saw that none of the students 
seemed to be interested in the lesson, she said: I know
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you are tired, you had four hours of English, but this is 
necessary for your ISC homework. Then she gave back the 
previous ISC assignments.
The teacher continued to give the necessary 
vocabulary and structure to report the results of their 
survey.
One student walked around in the class looking 
for a pen. The other students talked among themselves 
about topics unrelated to the ISC. Their major concern 
was the marks they would get from the exam they had just 
come out of. One person was really interested in what 
the teacher was saying and responded to her.
The teacher said: On Wednesday I want a
written report on your questionnaire results.
Group A:
Sibel said; I have a headache. Later she 
said: I am not going to hand in this ISC. I already
have five marks. I am going to pass anyway.
Sevgi said: In this school you are assessed all
the time.
Sevgi asked me: We are going to give the
results, but not give our comments, is that right?
Sibel said: Why does she explain it in such
detail? We understand.
Later she said: I do not understand anything.
My head is aching.
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Sevgi asked me questions related to the 
previous writing exam. Then she said: I have done fiv6
ISC assignments so far and I got five from all of them. 
Why should I kill myself? I am not going to do this one. 
I feel very nervous anyway. We do not want to work 
anymore. Does it not have to be independent study?
April_18th, Tuesday
The teacher collected their reports.
April_19th, Wednesday
The students started planning their presentations. In 
group A, Sibel did not come, because somebody had run 
into her car. Sevgi said I have low blood pressure. 
Ulku said: I am fed up. Later that day Sevgi left as 
she was not feeling well and Ulku was all by herself.
In group B Arzu had not come. Deniz was on her own.
A p r i l  2Dth,  Thiir.qHay
The teacher said: I want to give you an example on how 
you are going to give your presentation. Because I think 
you do not understand this very well. She gave a 
presentation herself on how to report the findings of a 
survey. She showed the tactics of giving a successful 
presentation. She said they had to first plan their 
presentation, think about the new vocabulary they were 
going to use, and give it to the audience beforehand.
They could also make use of the blackboard to attract the 
attention of the audience, also draw some pictures or use
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pictures, use their hands when necessary and, repeat as 
much as necessary. '
Then the teacher wanted the students to get 
into their groups to see what they had written.
Teacher: I want you to think about how you are going to
do the presentation.
Group A:
In group A Sevgi looked around, held her head. Sibel 
looked at the papers in front of them. Ulku looked to 
see what the class was doing. After a while they all 
started to study.
Group B :
Deniz said: We have a photocopy and we are going to
give it to the class.
She showed it to the class.(See appendix)
In group B both Deniz and Arzu started discussing how to 
do their presentation.
A p r i l  21st ,  F r i d a y
Each group in the class gave their presentation.
